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I hope your holiday season found
you much-needed happiness and
joy with your loved ones.
As we enter the new year with
COVID-19 concerns still in tow,
the CEAC Board and committees
continue to work on scheduling
upcoming events that both have
value for the membership and can
be executed with common-sense
safety. Some of the events have
their unique challenges, but we
are committed to keeping the
connection between our Active
and Associate members during
this time.
My thanks to LionHeart for hosting the December webinar. LionHeart’s
commitment to its customers and the need for reliable emergency power
and service has always been top-notch. We appreciate their commitment
to our organization and to our members.
With that said, we do ask our members to remember to support those
who support us, so please refer to your Quick Shopper (mailing or online
at chiefengineer.org) for any and all projects for which you might need
their assistance.
This month, we’re looking forward to a presentation from sponsoring organization United Building & Energy Services. The meeting is on Wednesday, Jan. 20, at 11:00am, and will focus on understanding and identification of proper test and balance practices and techniques, and how they
relate to HVAC energy optimization and conservation, along with new
state-of-the-art test equipment and best practices. I hope that many of
you will plan on attending this event. Register at chiefengineer.org today.
Reducing energy costs is essential these days, especially for those operating buildings that utilize electric heating systems, so you also won’t want
to miss the upcoming webinar from ComEd slated for Tuesday, Feb. 16, at
11:00am. Please register as soon as possible at chiefengineer.org and take
advantage of the savings they have to offer.
Other prospective events for 2021 include a May Virtual Vendor Fair, concurrent with the biennial Vendor Appreciation event. We are working out
details for virtual equivalents to comply with COVID safety protocols. Stay
tuned for information on both of these events.
In closing, I would once again like to invite all of our Associate members
to look to us for future webinars, and to consider submitting information
about your company’s projects, advancements and other developments to
the Chief Engineer magazine. We are happy to give you the platform you
need to ensure fantastic outcomes.
Sincerely,

Tom Philips
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In Brief

Emergency Construction Starting on
Michigan Dam That Failed

Cubico Buffalo Holdings I, LLC, recently acquired the Delta’s Edge Solar facility from Renewable Energy Systems, the
Greenwood Commonwealth reported.

EDENVILLE, Mich. (AP) — Crews have started emergency
construction work on a portion of a central Michigan dam
that collapsed last spring and contributed to flooding that
destroyed homes and forced the evacuations of about 10,000
people.

Renewable Energy Systems is a British company that designed
and started development for the project, according to a
statement released Tuesday by Cooperative Energy, a Mississippi power cooperative that will buy the electricity that the
solar plant produces.

Excavation work will be done below the Edenville Dam in
Midland County, according to state officials.

The Delta’s Edge project was first announced in 2018 by
Cooperative Energy and construction has not begun. However, Cooperative Energy said work should begin soon and the
commercial operation should start in November 2022.

The dam failed during a steady rain in May, draining Wixom
Lake and unleashing the Tittabawassee River, which then
overwhelmed the Sanford dam, about 140 miles (225 kilometers) north of Detroit.
Work also is being done inside the Tobacco River spillway in
Gladwin and Midland counties to prepare it for being lowered by 21 feet (6.4 meters), officials said.
Lowering the spillway crest is expected to alleviate concerns
about the stability of the remaining dam embankment,
restore natural flow to the Tobacco River, reverse negative
impacts on natural resources and seek to avoid another major flooding event when winter snow melts and spring rains
arrive.
Crews are expected to complete the project in about 2 ½
months.

Plan to Replace 110-Year-Old Bridge
Submitted to Congress
New Jersey lawmakers say a plan to replace a century-old
bridge connecting New Jersey to New York and points north
and south has been submitted to Congress for final review.
The long-awaited final agreement with the federal government to pay for construction of a new Portal Bridge over
the Hackensack River has been sent to Congress, which has
30 days to review the $1.8 billion project before funds are
released, lawmakers said.
The Portal North bridge is to replace a 110-year-old swing
bridge that occasionally becomes stuck after it opens to
allow boats to pass under. Nearly 200,000 people and 450
trains cross the bridge each day traveling between New York
and points between Boston and Washington, D.C.

Planned Solar Power Project in
Mississippi Gets New Owner
GREENWOOD, Miss. (AP) — A company has bought a solar
plant that’s planned for the Mississippi Delta.
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The 100-megawatt plant will be located on 750 acres in Carroll County and use about 280,000 panels.

Flood Protection Project to Begin
Construction in Louisiana
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) — Louisiana officials announced
construction on a $366 million flood protection project will
begin using an alternative financing plan approved by the
state legislature earlier this year.
The Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority
said recently it will use the plan to pay for the flood-protection lock project in the Houma Navigation Canal, The Courier
reported. The plan allows the agency to incur debt or issue
bonds to pay for projects.
The Lock Complex Project will play a critical role in Terrebonne Parish’s hurricane protection system. It also aims to
shield inland communities from storm surges.
“HNC is a critically important hurricane protection and
ecosystem restoration structure, and we are thrilled to have
identified a way to expedite its construction,” said Chip Kline,
the agency’s chairman.
Terrebonne Parish’s Levee & Conservation District will lead
the construction.
Phase one of the project will begin in 2021, and it’s expected
to be completed by 2024, said Reggie Dupre, the executive
director of the department.

3 New Wind Turbines Approved for
Providence Waterfront
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — Three new power-generating wind
turbines have been approved for the Providence waterfront,
the developer recently announced.
The 325-foot (99 meter) tall, 1.5-megawatt turbines approved
by the Providence Planning and Zoning Boards, the Federal

Aviation Administration and the Coastal Resources Management Council will be sited on land leased from the Port of
Providence and Johnson & Wales University, developer Green
Development LLC said in a statement.
“The city has been a supportive partner throughout this
process, and we certainly appreciate working with Johnson &
Wales and ProvPort to develop this important renewable energy project,” Green Development founder Mark DePasquale
said. “Every time we get a project approved Rhode Island
becomes a little less dependent on the fossil fuel industry.”
The project will sell power directly to utility National Grid.
Site preparation and construction of the turbine foundations
for the $22.5 million project is expected to begin this year,
and the turbines will be completed and operational by the
third quarter of 2021.

Utility’s Application for Natural Gas
Pipeline Approved
OVID, Mich. (AP) — Michigan’s Public Service Commission has
approved Consumers Energy’s application to build a wider
natural gas pipeline.
The new Mid-Michigan Pipeline will be 36-inch and replace
an existing 20-inch line between Ovid, north of Lansing, and
Chelsea, west of Ann Arbor, according to the agency.
Construction of the new 56-mile pipeline is expected from
2023 to 2024. Its cost is estimated at $550 million.
The Jackson-based utility said that the existing line is more
than 70 years old, and that replacing it would increase
Consumers Energy overall system resilience and remove a
gas-supply bottleneck in the smaller pipeline.
Consumers Energy proposed rerouting portions of the pipeline to avoid more densely populated areas.
The Public Service Commission said its order found that the
replacement pipeline will address corrosion issues and seam
weld and other anomalies on the pipeline, remove the bottleneck, and otherwise provide a more resilient and flexible
natural gas system.

Officials said the contribution of $10 million each year for
10 years represents that largest private contribution to the
school district in its history.
President Amy Gutmann said officials were proud to partner
with the city and school district “to significantly improve the
learning environment for Philadelphia’s schoolchildren in a
way that will have a long-lasting impact on the health, safety, and wellbeing of our entire city.”
Officials said the school district has since 2018 fully stabilized
lead paint in 54 elementary schools, completed work to certify an additional 25 schools as lead-safe and invested more
than $23 million to complete asbestos-related projects.
President Jerry Jordan of the Philadelphia Federation of
Teachers, which represents public school employees, called it
“an extraordinary day for our schoolchildren and educators.”

Proposed $3.3 Billion Gasoline Plant in
Southern Arizona Halted
CASA GRANDE, Ariz. (AP) — Construction of a proposed
gasoline plant in southern Arizona that would have generated more than 2,000 jobs has been halted after the company
planning the project reprioritized its projects, a local official
said.
Houston-based Nacero LLC announced in March that it
would build the $3.3 billion plant to convert natural gas into
gasoline in the small city of Casa Grande, south of Phoenix,
creating about 2,000 construction jobs and 265 permanent
jobs, the Casa Grande Dispatch reported.
Construction was originally scheduled to begin in 2021 and
be completed by 2025. But Casa Grande City Manager Larry
Rains said that the city received a notice weeks ago from the
company of its decision to reorder which plants it will build,
placing the Casa Grande project the third on its list.
Nacero representatives said the company plans to withdraw
its draft agreement with the city and release property owners from a land transaction.
Arizona State University had estimated that the project
would have added $6.9 billion to the state’s economy over 40
years, not counting income taxes, company officials previously said in a statement.

University Vows $100 Million to Fix
School Building Hazards
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The University of Pennsylvania has
announced that it will contribute $100 million to the School
District of Philadelphia over the next decade to deal with
environmental hazards such as asbestos and lead in school
buildings.
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Tier 3 Nozzles Optimize Sewer Crew
Efficiency and Profitability
In sewer, storm and sanitary line cleaning, hose nozzles are
an essential tool that directs pressurized water to clear out
obstructions such as silt, sludge, grease, mineral buildup, and
tree roots as part of required maintenance or to prepare
pipes for re-lining. In this way, the nozzle is like a gun and
water like bullets that must be precisely directed with force
to the target.
While there are many nozzle options available in a variety
of configurations, the standard Tier 2 nozzles that typically
are supplied with the purchase of a sewer truck are only
rated 50-60% efficient. Although these nozzles can handle
some blockages, some sewer crews are opting for the highest
performance nozzles to make short work of even the most
challenging jobs.
Utilizing such high-performance nozzles has benefits that
go far beyond conserving water to protect the environment.
Reducing water use also minimizes trips to refill the sewer
truck water tank and keeps crews effectively cleaning to

expedite work completion. By decreasing unnecessary travel,
the approach also reduces the cost of vehicle fuel and maintenance, which further boosts profitability.

Optimizing Efficiency
As is known throughout the industry, there are tiers of
nozzles, rated for water efficiency from Tier 1 (about 30% efficient), Tier 2 (50-60% efficient), to Tier 3 (75-98% efficient).
Although they cost less, low efficiency Tier 1 nozzles tend to
utilize only 30% of the available energy, wasting 70% due
to excessive turbulence or otherwise lack necessary precision
to clear obstructions. Tier 2 nozzles are more efficient, but
are still not adequate to tackle tougher jobs or perform with
anywhere near the efficiency offered by more sophisticated
units.
In contrast, the most effective Tier 3 nozzles have tight water
patterns that efficiently clean the pipe wall and create a
powerful water stream to move debris long distances and
propel the nozzle. Crucially, these nozzles provide efficient
fluid mechanics to prevent the wasteful use of water (GPM)
and operating pressure (PSI).
However, even within the Tier 3 category there are significant differences in levels of efficiency. Opting for the lower
end Tier 3 nozzle with 75% efficiency could still lead to additional trips to refill. Additionally, such units may not remove
restrictive sewer buildup or blockage in a timely manner.
Consequently, to proactively improve operations sewer truck/
accessory dealers and contractors are turning to the most
efficient Tier 3 nozzles. This is enabling sewer maintenance
work crews to clean better and faster while conserving water
and achieving dramatically more between each water tank
refill. This approach also substantially reduces labor and machine hours to clean lines, along with equipment wear and
tear, and can save approximately 9-17% in vehicle fuel costs,
including travel to refill water tanks and run equipment.
“Today, operators want to conserve water use to be more
productive with their trucks and work crews. Water is an
important natural resource, and usually drinking water is
used,” says Matthew Woods, V.P. of Sales and Marketing at
Haaker Equipment, a dealer of sewer cleaners, pipe inspection equipment, and parking lot sweepers for the contractor,
municipal, and industrial sectors in California, Nevada, and
Arizona.
In the case of Haaker Equipment, Woods says that Tier 3 nozzles from KEG Technologies are frequently recommended,
although the dealer also carries nozzles of various tiers from
other manufacturers as well.
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KEG Technologies, a manufacturer of sewer and storm lines
products including Tier 1 to Tier 3 nozzles, chain cutters, floor
cleaners and camera nozzle systems, is a member of NASSCO,
the National Association of Sewer Service Companies. The
Spartanburg, SC-based company’s Tier 3 nozzles, such as the
Aqua Power 700 and OMG, provide up to 98% efficiency.
According to Woods, refilling the sewer truck tank with
water can take 30 minutes to an hour, depending on the
hydrant location.
“Typically, the highest operating cost over the life of the
vehicle isn’t the truck or the nozzle: it’s the operator's labor,
and that is saved tremendously by using an ultra-efficient
Tier 3 nozzle. If an operator can avoid two water tank fill
cycles a day by using the most efficient nozzles, they can save
an hour a day, 20 hours a month, and 140 hours annually,
which is a great boost to productivity,” says Woods.
According to Woods, the difference between using a Tier 2
nozzle and a top Tier 3 nozzle can be cleaning from 30% to
virtually 50% more sewer line with the same amount of water. Also, efficient water use also reduces vehicle fuel as well
as wear and tear by requiring fewer trips to the hydrant.
In addition, while municipal water is usually free locally, the
ability to conserve water can minimize potential water use
charges for contractors who use water from a county line.

Water conserving Tier 3 nozzles clean better and faster, enabling work
crews to accomplish much more before having to refill the sewer truck
water tank.

water entering the nozzle as efficiently as possible. This
results in what is needed for the task: more thrust and power
using less water.
“There is tremendous force and pressure created in a Tier 3
(Continued on page 10)

What sets the most efficient Tier 3 nozzles apart from others
in the category is fluid mechanics engineering on a par with
the aerodynamics of race cars or jet fighters.
In the case of KEG’s Tier 3 nozzles, the high-performance fluid mechanics design leaves little room for power losses and
excessive turbulence. After exiting the jetter hose, water
travels into the body of the nozzle before moving through
smooth, curved channels. This design enables the water to
maintain its power and speed before entering the nozzle’s
replaceable titanium ceramic inserts. Next, the water is funneled from a short conical shape to a larger, longer cylindrical shape, allowing a tight water pattern to emerge.
The internal workings of the nozzle, including the way the
water gets turned, redirects the energy of the high-pressure
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(Continued from page 9)

KEG nozzle. It is often what is needed to get the most out
of the Vactor sewer trucks we represent, which are considered the ‘Ferrari’ of the industry. To extend the analogy,
you cannot go 200 mph in a Ferrari with the cheapest tires
available,” says Woods.
While Woods does not insist that such a Tier 3 nozzle is
necessary for every job, he does recommend it as an essential
tool for the sewer crew’s toolbox.
Troy Whitton is a Parts and Service Sales Specialist at Vimar
Equipment, a British Columbia, Canada-based dealer of
sewer and street vehicles and equipment for the contractor
and municipal markets. Whitton, who has been a dealer
for 20 years and is the startup demonstration trainer for the
equipment that Vimar sells, also recommends utilizing highly
efficient Tier 3 nozzles.
“With the KEG design, operators get the greatest efficiency
out of their water, which provides the most power to clean
the pipe and pull the hose. Because it is so efficient, operators typically achieve more than they ever could before with
a lot less water,” says Whitton.
According to Whitton, as a dealer it is important to educate
contractors and municipal mangers to help them understand

how they can gain the most value from their equipment.
As a Vactor sewer truck dealer, he wants Vimar Equipment’s
customers to understand the importance of using the highest
quality nozzle on the hose to get the cleaning job done safely, quickly, and efficiently.
Additionally, he suggests that choosing the best tool for the
job can resolve the most difficult cleaning challenges, when
a less powerful or precise nozzle may not be sufficient to do
the job in a timely way.
“Selling the best nozzle for the job goes hand-in-hand with
selling Vactors because the nozzles do the work. The nozzles
are essentially the ‘tip of the spear’ so you need the right
nozzle for the job,” says Whitton.
While he acknowledges that lesser nozzles may cost less at
first, he says that such units ultimately end up costing considerably more in less efficient work performance on the job.
“Compared to a Tier 2 nozzle, a high efficiency Tier 3 nozzle
will cost a little more initially, but can pay off rather quickly
because you can get the job done in much less time,” concludes Whitton.
While dealers, contractors, and municipal supervisors have
long accepted the status quo in sewer, storm and sanitary
line cleaning, better approaches now exist in the form of
ultra-efficient Tier 3 water conserving nozzles that can enable work crews to perform significantly more in less time.
Ultimately, this helps to cost effectively boost both service
ratings and profitability.
For more information, call 866-595-0515, fax
(866) 595-0517, visit www.kegtechnologies.net or write to
KEG Technologies Inc. at 6220 N. Pinnacle Drive, Spartanburg,
SC 29303.

Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance,
California.
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Training Approved for New ASSE
Legionella Certification Standard
Seattle — HC Info’s ASSE 12080 course bundle is the first goat-your-own-pace training approved to meet the educational
requirements of ASSE/IAPMO/ANSI Standard 12080, the new
“Professional Qualifications Standard for Legionella Water
Safety and Management Personnel in the U.S.”
“We commend ASSE International for its leadership in establishing the first ever certification program in the United
States for people involved in managing the risk of Legionella associated with building water systems and we are
honored to be a part of it,” said Matt Freije, CEO, HC Info, a
Seattle-based consulting and training services company for
the prevention of Legionella in commercial building water
systems.
ASSE 12080 Legionella certification will enhance the credentials of building and property management personnel,
plumbing and HVAC contractors and engineers, industrial
hygienists, infection preventionists, water treatment special-

System
Efficiency
Starts With
Valves &
Actuators

ists, health department personnel, and others involved in
Legionella prevention. As indicated by pending Pennsylvania
Senate Bill 1285, Legionella certification could even become
a requirement for certain roles.
Anyone can become ASSE-12080 certified by completing
24 hours of approved education and then passing the
ASSE-proctored exam.
Marianne Waickman, professional qualifications director at
ASSE, clarified that the ASSE 12080 Legionella Water Safety and Management Specialist certification is not just for
individuals providing Legionella-related services, but also
for facilities management and other personnel who have
key roles on water management program (WMP) teams.
“Training and certification are important elements in having
qualified professionals participating on water management
teams,” she said.
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Only two schools have been approved to provide training
meeting the educational requirements of ASSE 12080. One
provides live training in classrooms and via Zoom. HC Info,
the other approved school, offers online courses that are
available 24/7 and can be taken at the student’s pace via the
company’s proprietary cloud-based WMP software, Legionella Assessment and Prevention Management (LAMPS).
HC Info’s ASSE 12080-approved training is broken down into
14 online courses that vary in length from 1 to 2.5 hours
each. The first four courses are part of the series Building a
Successful Legionella Risk Management Program. The next
five are on designing, operating and maintaining building
water systems to minimize Legionella risk. Four courses are
part of the series Sampling Water Systems to Validate Legionella Control. The last course is titled “Remediation Roadmap for Legionella: Comprehensive Step-by-Step Response
Plan.”
HC Info is offering the ASSE-12080 course bundle for $925,
which is half off the price of purchasing each course individually. Additional discounts are available to health departments
and existing LAMPS members. The ASSE 12080 online exam is
taken through ASSE, for an additional $140.

HC Info’s ASSE 12080 course bundle is the first training program approved
to meet the requirements of ASSE/IAMPO/ANSI Standard 12080 that affords trainees the opportunity to go at their own pace.

material very relevant, helpful, and [it] added to my knowledge base. Being able to take the courses at my own pace
was a big benefit. It saved a tremendous amount of money
in airfare, motels, restaurants … and my time.”
For more information, see https://hcinfo.com/training/.

After finishing HC Info’s ASSE 12080 courses, David Crow, the
Business Development Manager for Garratt-Callahan Company’s Water Safety Group, said, “I found the HC Info course
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Combating COVID-19 With Healthy
Ventilation Rates
By Glenn Esser

As the novel COVID-19 virus continues to spread throughout
the United States, ensuring healthy indoor air quality (IAQ)
is an important part of helping lower the rate of infections.
Studies have demonstrated that higher ventilation rates
have a direct impact on reducing the spread of microbials in
workplaces and other occupied spaces. The benefit of higher
levels of outside air (OA) intake is that more OA will help
slow the rate of microbial growth (including viruses such as
COVID-19) by diluting the concentration of any contaminates
that might be present in the air, such as smoke or any VOC
(odor).
As the winter endures, more people will be forced indoors.
It will be important to ensure that outside air intake, along
with ventilation rates for each space, are set to nothing
less than the required minimum ventilation rates. ASHRAE
Standard 62.1, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality,
specifies minimum outside air intake rates. More ventilation
air changes per hour in a space, along with increased outside
air intake when combined with other measures — the most
important of which are wearing a mask at all times, washing

hands frequently and maintaining social distance of six feet
or greater — will help to minimize adverse health effects.
Reducing the amount of virus-containing particles in a space
is best accomplished by wearing a mask. Ventilation and the
introduction of outside air helps to dilute and displace any
air pollution in the space.
Review your building’s air movement from supply to return,
and turn off ceiling fans that simply move the air around.
The air handler’s operating sequence should be reviewed
in the interest of safeguarding occupant health and safety.
Demand control ventilation (DCV), which reduces outside
ventilation air based on CO2 parts per million (PPM) measurements should be overridden for conference rooms or set
to “occupied” to bring in more ventilation air at all times,
not just when levels reach some maximum setpoint level.
Lower target CO2 PPM operating setpoints will bring in
more air. For example, if the building’s sequence has a max
or target CO2 setpoint of 1,000 PPM, this is roughly 15 CFM
per person. By lowering the target CO2 setpoint to 800 PPM,
reducing the CO2 PPM target will introduce about 30 CFM
per person. When set to 100 percent OA, the setpoint will be
400 PPM. More outside air can be more expensive to heat or
cool depending on the temperature differential between indoors and outside. More outside air can increase utility costs.
The trade-off between increased outside air ventilation (and
subsequent higher utility costs) and occupants’ health must
be taken into consideration.
Will increasing the level of outside air ensure that occupants
will not get sick? No, it will not. Is introducing more than the
required minimum outside air better? Yes — however, bring
in NO MORE than the maximum OA possible, remaining
within the ability of the heating and cooling system to maintain comfortable temperatures and healthy indoor humidity
levels between 40-60 percent.
Check outside air intakes, air measurement stations and
outside air dampers to confirm that all are working correctly.
Consider upgrading air filters from MERV 8 to MERV 13 or
MERV 14 increasing the filtering of recirculated air. Moisture
eliminators on outside air intakes should be clean and free of
obstructions. It may be helpful to bring in a Test and Balance
contractor to confirm that outside airflow is at the very least
meeting minimum airflows as required by building codes.
Ruskin has a full line of air measurement products that can
be used to directly measure and control outside air intake.
Contact your local Ruskin representative for assistance selecting air measurement products to help make your building
healthy, safe and efficient.
Glenn Esser is an Application Engineer of Air Measurement
at Ruskin.
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Performance-Based Smoke Detection
Reduces Cost and Enhances Safety
For special architectural features such as atria and large open
spaces, advanced smoke detection technology minimizes
costs and detects smoke at the earliest possible stage from
flexibly placed, concealable sampling points.
Today, the owners of a growing number of non-standard
building designs like museums, arenas, stadiums and structures with atria or large open spaces are turning to performance-based design for substantial cost savings and enhanced safety while maintaining architectural concerns.
As an International Code Council (ICC) accepted alternative,
performance-based design allows “alternate materials and
methods” that offer equivalent or superior fire safety performance. In terms of enhancing fire safety, this often involves
using scientific calculations and engineering approaches as
well as computer fire modeling to determine how a building
would respond to fire. With this approach, a design is considered acceptable if the fire engineering analysis demonstrates
that it meets the measurable performance criteria set at the
start of the process.
“Performance-based design is really gaining traction for
architects with new design and architectural goals, which
the prescriptive code cannot handle,” says David Stacy, P.E.,
Principal and Founder of Performance Based Fire Protection
Engineering, (PBFPE), a firm providing fire protection, life
safety, and cost-saving design consultation for U.S. and international structures.
Chief among the challenges of protecting theaters, sports
arenas, shopping malls and airport terminals, as well as
many structures with entrance lobbies or atria, are massive
open spaces where rapid smoke detection has proven to be
difficult but is of critical importance. Detection is further
complicated when air can become stratified, caught in voids,
or is moved or removed by HVAC systems. Such structures are
good candidates for performance-based design, specifically
using early smoke detection due to the risk of a delayed
response that can allow a fire to grow and spread.
For high-risk building conditions, such as large-volume spaces
where many occupants may be exposed to the effects of fire,
the International Building Code (IBC) calls for smoke control.
In case of a fire, such a system will control smoke flow within
a building, keep it from spreading to unwanted areas, and
provide occupants a clear evacuation route.
Typically, for these large-volume spaces, mechanical smoke
control or natural venting is used to maintain a smoke-free
area as they exit from the building. Building owners and architects often want to limit the complexity and cost of these
fans and systems, which can become quite demanding when
based on prescriptive approaches.

For atria of all sizes, PBFPE provides effective measures that can save lives as
well as costs.

Consequently, for a growing range of challenging projects,
industry professionals are turning to performance-based
smoke detection to not only reduce cost but also increase
safety. For open spaces and special architectural features such
as atria — large open air or skylight-covered spaces surrounded by a building that are often several stories high — advanced aspirating smoke detector technology that draws in
air and tests it at a central unit can cut cost and detect smoke
at the earliest possible stage from flexibly placed, concealable sampling points.
In terms of popular architectural features, Stacy notes that
atria have become a key aspect of many buildings because
they provide a feeling of space and light. He points out,
though, that achieving sufficient smoke and fire control is
vital to modern design approaches because poorly designed
atria, smoke control and methods of detection could allow
fire to quickly spread to a building's upper stories.
“Atria can be really large volume spaces that provide a reservoir for smoke to accumulate,” Stacy says. “Walkable areas
can also be close to the ceiling where the smoke develops
quickly and occupants can be located. Smoke control systems
are required at specific occupancies now to maintain a smoke
(Continued on page 16)
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layer long enough for people to safely egress.”
From small two-story atria to million-square-foot entertainment and commercial structures, PBFPE provides design
solutions needed to overcome fire protection challenges,
increase life safety and obtain cost saving measures.
According to Stacy, on projects ranging from arenas to atria
it is usually necessary to determine the requirements and capacities of a smoke control system. In such cases, he says that
he often uses an aspirating smoke detector called VESDA-E
VEA, manufactured by Xtralis, a global provider of early
detection of fire and gas threats.
In smoke detection, advanced technologies such as the VEA
provide early warning by aspirating — or drawing in air —
from each room or area through small, flexible tubing. The
air is then analyzed to identify the presence of minute smoke
particles in a continuous process.

vertical structural member. Per NFPA 72, a traditional spottype detector is required within each beam pocket, which
would dramatically increase cost and complexity.
“As an alternative, we did modeling to show that if we
utilized aspirating smoke detection in every other beam
pocket, it could actually perform better than with traditional
spot-type smoke detection within every pocket. In regards
to performance-based design with open spaces and special
architectural features, there is ample opportunity to look at
streamlined and often superior protection schemes to meet
the needs of the client,” concludes Stacy.
For more information, contact Xtralis at 12 Clintonville Road,
Northford, CT 06472, call (800) 229-4434, email
sales@xtralis.com, or visit www.xtralis.com/vea. Contact Performance Based Fire Protection Engineering (PBFPE) at 7005
Oviedo Drive, Raleigh, NC 27603, call (919) 600-7780, email
dstacy@pbfpe.com or visit www.pbfpe.com.

The technology was first introduced in the early 1980s by
Xtralis as the VESDA system. The company now offers the
VEA model that consists of small, unobtrusive sample points.
The air is analyzed using sophisticated laser-based technology at the central unit located within 300 feet.
“Even in a relatively small open space, you would need an
extraordinary amount of exhaust to maintain a smoke layer
high enough for people to be safe,” Stacy says. “Instead, if
we provide early detection, we can get people out of the
space before untenable conditions occur.”

Simply
Heated

In addition, Stacy says that the early smoke detection provided by aspirating systems can reduce the cost and complexity
of mechanical smoke control systems.
“Providing early smoke detection with an aspirating system
can reduce the required exhaust capacities in open spaces
like an atrium,” he says. “It can also mean less mechanical
components such as operable doors or louvers that need to
open, which simplifies design and cost.”
According to Stacy, he deploys aspirating smoke detection
technology on a wide range of performance-based design
goals.
“Whether the goal of the performance-based design is to
maintain tenability through a smoke control system, or to
look at upper layer gas temperature to see if we could reduce other features of fire protection, in about 50 percent of
projects, we at least entertain the option of adding aspirating smoke detection technology like the VEA,” says Stacy.

CUSTOM HEAT TRANSFER PACKAGES

•

Single source engineering & manufacturing

As an example, in a recent project, Stacy says that the performance-based approach along with the VEA improved safety
while reducing costs, compared to traditional methods.

•

Constant or variable speed configurations

•

Heavy duty structural steel frames
(engineered to fit space requirements)

He notes that the concern was that the structure contained
numerous beam pockets —openings to receive beams in each
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Lawsuit Seeks to Stop Construction of
$1B Transmission Line
By David Sharp | Associated Press

PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Three conservation groups are
asking a judge to stop construction of a 145-mile (230-kilometer) power transmission line corridor to bring Canadian
hydropower to the New England grid.
The request for a preliminary injunction was filed Nov. 11
by the Sierra Club, Natural Resources Council of Maine and
Appalachian Mountain Club, three groups already suing for
a more extensive environmental review by the Army Corps of
Engineers.
There’s urgency because Central Maine Power’s corporate
parent announced that construction would begin “in the
coming weeks” after the Army Corps granted the final permit for work to begin. “It is not in the best interests of Maine
people for CMP to start work prematurely on what is one of
the most consequential and controversial projects in recent
history,” the conservation groups said in a statement.
Thorn Dickinson, president and CEO of NECEC LLC Transmission, brushed aside the legal challenge as “just another

928 N Oaklawn Avenue | Elmhurst, IL 60126
Website: www.chicagosteam.net
Office: 708-448-6459
Email: info@chicagosteam.net

Is your condensate leaking all over your
boiler room floor?
Chicago Steam & Hydronics has teamed
with Shipco Pumps to provide all your
condensate management needs. We offer
a wide variety of condensate return systems,
boiler feed systems, and deaerators to fit
ANY application! If you can imagine it, we
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parts and complete units ready to support
your steam systems.

A a view from Coburn Mountain near Jackman, Maine, where Central
Maine Power's controversial hydropower transmission corridor would be
cut. MP would clear a 150-foot swath of land. (AP Photo/Robert F. Bukaty)

attempt by opponents aligned with out-of-state fossil fuel
companies to delay.”
“Every final regulatory and court decision to date has approved the project and rejected every challenge. We expect
the same from the remaining approvals because the project
provides substantial public benefits and has been designed
to meet and exceed the most stringent environmental requirements,” Dickinson said in a statement.
The $1 billion New England Clean Energy Connect would
provide a conduit for up to 1,200 megawatts of Canadian
hydropower to reach the regional power grid, reducing
greenhouse emissions and stabilizing energy costs, supporters say. Critics, however, say the benefits are overstated, and
that the project would destroy unspoiled wilderness.
The project previously received approval from the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection, Maine Land Use
Planning Commission and Maine Public Utilities Commission.
The project’s backers also must obtain a so-called “presidential permit” issued by the Department of Energy for the
cross-border connection, but that’s not seen as a significant
hurdle, officials said.
Opponents already sued in federal court to force the Army
Corps to conduct a more rigorous environmental impact
statement instead of the less-stringent environmental assessment.
The project, which would be fully funded by Massachusetts
ratepayers to meet the state’s clean energy goals, calls for
construction of a high-voltage power line from Mount Beattie Township on the Canadian border to the regional power
grid in Lewiston, Maine.
Much of the project calls for widening existing corridors, but
a new swath would be cut through 53 miles (85 kilometers)
of wilderness. It would cross the Appalachian Trail and several hundred wetlands and streams, according to the Natural
Resources Council of Maine.
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VAW-124 Welcomes New Commanding
Officer in Change of Command
Ceremony
By Commander, Naval Air Force Atlantic Public Affairs

NORFOLK, Va — The “Bear Aces” of Airborne Command &
Control Squadron (VAW) 124 stationed aboard Naval Station
Norfolk held a change of command ceremony, Dec. 3, to
mark a transition of command leadership.

carrier flight operations for the first time in USS Gerald R.
Ford’s (CVN 78) history, as well as carrier qualifications and
flight deck certification aboard USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN
72), and USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69).

During the change of command event, Cmdr. Jonathan Faraco of Fort Lauderdale, Florida assumed all duties and responsibilities as the VAW-124 commanding officer from Cmdr.
Matthew Olson of Bolingbrook, Ill.

“My goal was to provide mission-capable aircraft for a variety of challenging events in support of CVW-8 tasking,” said
Olson.

Established on Sept. 1, 1967, VAW-124’s mission is to provide tactical command and control to aircraft carrier strike
groups. The squadron is currently attached to Carrier Air
Wing Eight (CVW-8).
Although VAW-124 operates some of the oldest E-2C aircraft
in the fleet, the squadron achieved an impressive percent
sortie completion rate during Olson’s tenure. The E-2 community provides vital tactical command and control functions
for a variety of missions, including air defense, maritime
employment, air interdiction, search and rescue, offensive air
support, and humanitarian assistance/disaster relief.

Faraco, who also served as VAW-124’s executive officer, emphasized Olson’s commitment to leadership and dedication
to duty while commanding VAW-124.
“I am honored to relieve Cmdr. Olson and assume the duties
and responsibilities as the next commanding officer of VAW124,” said Faraco. “I look forward to ensuring the squadron
is ready to support the varied missions our squadron will be
charged with during my tenure as the commanding officer.”

Olson served as both executive officer and commanding
officer of VAW-124. Since arriving at the Bear Aces in June
2018, he has led 159 officers and enlisted personnel through
a variety of events, including Combined Exercise WESTLANT,
Exercise Combat Archer, Operation Savage Ice, and Exercise
Neptune Hawk.
Olson also led his squadron in supporting three Independent
Steaming Events aboard the Navy’s newest commissioned
aircraft carrier, USS Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78). Under his command, the Bear Aces were able to successfully execute cyclic
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Bolingbrook native Matthew Olson was honored for his service at a Change
of Command ceremony officially relieving him of his duties as commanding
officer of VAW-124.
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Dow’s Carbon Partnership Report
Highlights Strategy, Achievements to
Reduce GHG Emissions
MIDLAND, Mich. — In its recently released 2020 Carbon
Partnership Report, Dow details the carbon reduction impact
of more than 20 carbon mitigation projects in more than 12
countries done in collaboration with the Olympic Movement.
These projects are part of partnerships with the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) and Organizing Committees of the
Olympic Winter Games Sochi 2014 and the Olympic Games
Rio 2016, making the collaboration between the two organizations one of the most comprehensive carbon mitigation
efforts in the history of the IOC and the Olympic Games.
Together, these carbon partnerships have delivered third-party verified emission reductions of more than 5.1 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) since launched.
The report outlines how Dow’s partnerships with the Olympic
Movement have brought new levels of science, innovation
and collaborations across key value chains, going beyond
business as usual to advance the adoption of technologies
and practices that can build a low-carbon economy.
“Achieving a low-carbon economy requires new ways of
collaborating across value chains, as well as investments
in capacity building and low-carbon technologies,” said
Nicoletta Piccolrovazzi, global technology & sustainability director, Dow Olympic & Sports Solutions. “This report
provides verified proof of how collaborations that focus on a
clear and common goal and go beyond business as usual can
create successful, scalable solutions. Our projects go beyond
purchasing carbon offsets to encourage behavior changes
that result in real emission reductions.”
The pioneering, cross-sector carbon partnerships have used
sport as a platform to enhance visibility and a catalyst to
drive wider adoption of locally relevant solutions for reduc-

ing emissions in key sectors, including the built environment,
food and packaging, renewable energy and industry, and
soil and forests — while helping to mitigate the operational
carbon footprint of the IOC. This also includes Dow and the
IOC’s initiative to encourage global sports organizations,
both within and outside of the Olympic Movement, to incorporate tangible climate action into their operations and
events.
“Climate change is a global crisis of unprecedented proportions,” said Marie Sallois, IOC Director for Corporate
and Sustainable Development. “Tackling this crisis requires
teamwork, and the Dow 2020 Carbon Report captures the
progress we have made by working as a team. Thanks to our
partnership with Dow, the IOC is now a carbon neutral organization, committed to becoming climate positive by 2024.
Dow has brought clear, robust and credible criteria to ensure
that we make a meaningful impact through the power of
sport and science.”
Beyond minimizing the environmental impact, the projects
highlighted in Dow’s Carbon Partnership Report help catalyze business growth for Dow’s customers and the industries
in which they participate.
“The projects, of course, contribute to the IOC’s sustainability strategy by helping mitigate its footprint. The customers
and partners who join this partnership also have potential to
gain competitive differentiation and enhance sustainability
expertise,” said Sergey Belyavskiy, technology & sustainability leader, Dow Olympic & Sports Solutions. “It’s clear that
transitioning to a sustainable future has become a business
imperative.”
The 2020 Carbon Partnership Report highlights several ways
that Dow’s partnerships ‘go beyond’ to create sustainable
economic growth and deliver long-lasting climate benefits,
including:

•

•
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Going beyond the Olympic Games and host cities to de
liver a positive legacy. The mitigation projects implemented through Dow’s carbon partnerships continue to yield
environmental benefits and business results for years to
come, promoted by the localized adoption of more sustainable technology. A third-party verified carbon accounting period of up to 10 years was agreed upon for the
carbon partnerships to deliver on emissions reduction targets and on the vision to contribute to a long-term market
transformation.
Going beyond traditional purchased offsets to encourage

•

•

legacy of low-carbon technologies in Latin America.
The Dow-IOC Carbon Partnership has delivered more than
850,000 metric tons of CO2e to date, exceeding the IOC’s
goal to be a carbon-neutral organization.

Environmental Resources Management (ERM) provided
third-party verification of projects against the Dow Climate
Solutions Framework and verified the GHG emission reductions resulting from the projects and assigned to specific
footprint owners. Carbon reductions within this report are
validated as of September 2020.
“Whereas most carbon-offset programs are related solely to
company operations and performance, Dow was an early actor in making the decision to go beyond its own operations
to involve its products, its customers and to leave a positive
legacy,” said Braulio Pikman, Technical Director, ERM. “Most
projects implemented by Dow are the first of their kind in
their region, with independent verification providing credibility and the highest quality results in terms of climate and
sustainability benefits.”
In recognition of the responsibility to take action, Dow has
pledged to work with customers, suppliers and value chain
partners to reach carbon neutrality by 2050.
An overview on the projects can be found in more detail in
Dow’s 2020 Carbon Partnership Report at
https://dow.inc/3lPB0Kz.
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collaborations across key value chains that build capacity
and enable new low-carbon technologies to be adopted.
Together, these carbon mitigation projects have led to
nearly 1 million metric tons of greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions in the market sectors of the built environment,
food and packaging, renewable energy and industry, and
soil and forests.
Going beyond business-as-usual practices. For each partnership, Dow has developed a portfolio of projects to drive
the adoption of carbon-saving technologies and practices
that advance more sustainable business with a verified and
reduced carbon impact. Project activities include marketing
campaigns, equipment and process upgrades, education
and capacity-building through collaborations with customers and value chain partners such as PETRONAS Chemicals
Group, the U.S. Green Building Council, Firestone Building
Products, Restore the Earth Foundation and many more.
Going beyond targets. Each of Dow’s carbon partnerships
with the Olympic Movement have met and exceeded the
original emission scope target, not only balancing the operational footprints, but also delivering a positive legacy.
• The Dow Sochi-Carbon Partnerships resulted in
third-party-verified climate benefits amounting to
2.8 million metric tons of CO2e, more than five
times its commitment to Sochi 2014.
• The Dow-Rio Carbon Partnership has delivered more
than 1.5 million metric tons of CO2e to date — exceeding Dow’s commitment to balance the footprint
of hosting and staging the Games, and leaving a
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Johnson Controls Releases 2020 Energy
Efficiency Indicator Survey Results
CORK, IRELAND — Johnson Controls (NYSE: JCI), the global
leader for smart and sustainable buildings, released the findings of its annual Energy Efficiency Indicator survey, which
found that more than half of organizations plan to increase
investment in energy efficiency, renewable energy and smart
building technology in 2021, comparable with investment
trends after the 2010 recession.
Of the factors determining investment, the majority (85 percent) said that reducing energy costs was a very or extremely
important driver of investment and more than three-quarters
(76 percent) believe that protecting the health and safety of
occupants during emergencies was a very or an extremely
important driver of investment.
“The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the need to
improve the health and safety of buildings, particularly by
increasing their ability to operate under different conditions,
both planned and unforeseen,” said Clay Nesler, vice president of global energy and sustainability at Johnson Controls.
“Though the pandemic has altered how people are investing

in their buildings, occupant health and energy efficiency continue to be top of mind and we anticipate these investments
will be a priority in 2021 as more people return to shared
spaces.”
Despite reduced occupancy, the study found that facility
energy use dropped surprisingly little during the pandemic,
with less than 10 percent of facilities reducing energy use
more than 20 percent.

Investments in Air Quality and Flexibility
As the world learns more about the spread of COVID-19
through aerosol transmission, indoor air quality has become
one of the most pressing issues for facility managers to
address.
The survey found that 79 percent have already or are planning to increase air filtration, three-quarters have already
or are planning to install an air treatment system, and 72
percent have already or are planning to increase outdoor air
ventilation rates.
The majority of respondents, 81 percent, said that increasing
the flexibility of facilities to quickly respond to a variety of
emergency conditions was a very or extremely important
driver of investment.
Further, in an increasingly digital world, the integration of
systems has become more important than ever. Three-quarters (75 percent) of respondents’ organizations have invested
in the integration of security systems with other building
technology systems, a 36-percent increase from the 2019
study. And one-third of respondents (33 percent) plan to
invest in the integration of building technology systems with
distributed energy resources in the next year, a 15 percent
increase over 2020.
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“Digital offerings that integrate a number of systems are
more of a priority than ever for organizations evaluating
their investment plans for 2021,” said Michael Ellis, executive
vice president and chief customer and chief digital officer at
Johnson Controls. “We took note of this trend, which is why
we invested in our comprehensive OpenBlue offerings and
continue to expand those with partners to meet their increasingly interconnected needs around energy efficiency, sustainability, digitization and occupant health.”
The integration of new technology continues to be a theme,
with 79 percent of respondents noting that data analytics
and machine learning will have an extremely or very significant impact on buildings, up five percent from last year’s
study.

Increased Interest in Net Zero Energy
Buildings
The study found growing interest in net zero energy buildings and resiliency, with 70 percent of organizations very or
extremely likely to have one or more facilities that are nearly
zero, net zero or positive energy or carbon status in the next
10 years — an increase of seven percent from 2019.
Further, two-thirds of organizations are very or extremely
likely to have one or more facilities able to operate off the
grid in the next 10 years — an increase of three percent from
2019. Additionally, 63 percent of organizations invested in
onsite renewable energy in 2020 — a 22-percent increase
from the organizations that said they were planning to in the
2019 study.

Johnson Controls has released the findings of is annual Energy Efficiency
Indicator survey.

Funding Facility Improvements
The 2020 survey found that funding for facility improvements
increasingly came from internal capital budgets (71 percent),
energy services agreements (24 percent) and economic stimulus and recovery funds (20 percent).
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US Agency Looks to Open Rare Lizard’s
Habitat to Oil and Gas
CARLSBAD, N.M. (AP) — Federal wildlife managers are considering offering permits to landowners in the Permian Basin
that environmentalists say could further compromise habitat
for a rare lizard found only in parts of southeastern New
Mexico and West Texas.
The permits would be available to landowners who are
participating in candidate conservation agreements with
the federal government. The permits would cover situations
when dunes sagebrush lizards are harmed or killed during oil
and gas operations, sand mining, renewable energy development, agriculture or construction activities.
A candidate for federal protection for nearly two decades,
the lizard has yet to be added to the list of threatened and
endangered species.
It dwells in sand dunes and among shinnery oak. It’s active
between April and October.
Federal biologists have said the primary threat to the lizard
is the loss of habitat associated with oil and gas development
and sand mining. As a result, the reptile’s habitat has become
more fragmented.
The federal government has leaned on conservation agreements — which call on landowners to take actions to protect
the lizard and its home range — as a way to put off a listing
that would restrict access to large swaths of the land in one
of the nation’s most active shale plays.
The permit proposal would allow development on 54 square
miles across six counties in West Texas, assuring landowners
they would not be subjected to federal restrictions whether
the species is listed or not, in exchange for following numerous conservation requirements. Permits would remain in
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effect for up to 23 years or until surrendered by the permittees.
Michael Robinson with the Center for Biological Diversity
said the move is concerning because the conservation agreements are discretionary while habitat destruction is permanent.
“The assurances are not very assuring,” Robinson told the
Carlsbad Current-Argus. “This will enable the continued
destruction and fragmentation of the lizard’s habitat, which
is driving its extinction.”
Robinson said a federal listing for the dunes sagebrush lizard
as endangered is necessary to prevent extinction.
Supporters of the oil and gas industry touted the permit proposal as a way to allow for continued economic development
while balancing environmental issues.
Republican U.S. Sen. Ted Cruz of Texas said in a statement

A Dunes Sagebrush lizard in New Mexico. The Trump administration wants to put greater weight on the economic benefits of development when deciding
if land or water should be protected for imperiled species. (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service via AP, File)

that the move would help keep decision making at the state
level and avoid federal intervention. He noted that very few
of the species listed as threatened or endangered have ever
recovered.
“Listing the lizard under the Endangered Species Act would
be devastating for private property owners across West Texas, the Texas economy, and the energy security of the nation
while also failing to achieve the desired outcome of both
protecting and recovering wildlife,” he said.
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Virginia City Plants Trees to Slow
Flooding Woes
By Peter Coutu, The Virginian-Pilot

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP) — In Ocean Lakes, 100 more trees
will soon be popping up in yards throughout the floodprone neighborhood in southern Virginia Beach, each gifted
at no cost from a local environmental group.
And in nearby parks and other green areas, dozens of volunteers recently planted nearly 400 oaks and bald cypresses,
among other trees, with plans for another 500 to be in place
next year. This roughly $25,000 initiative was a partnership
between one of the biggest homeowners associations in the
city and Lynnhaven River NOW, a local environmental organization.
“We hope it’s the first of many,” said Karen Forget, who
leads the group.
The goal is to slow flooding and the tree planting is a part of
a broader initiative to create additional networks of forests
near at-risk areas throughout Virginia Beach, which is just
now getting started.

Some have been estimated to cost billions of dollars.
So city officials and local environmentalists have turned to
nature-based solutions, pitching them as a quick and inexpensive initial step in the city’s ambitious plans for how best
to battle sea level rise and increasing flooding. It also aligns
with the state’s priorities for how to prepare for more water.
Forget said it’s not realistic to think that planting more trees
will eliminate all of Virginia Beach’s flooding woes, but that
it can be done immediately, is cost effective and can have
significant impacts in the short term.
Though Virginia Beach has areas in need of trees, it has an
unusual amount of forested land for a city of its size, with
some 3 million trees. They provide more than $250 million
in savings and benefits to Virginia Beach each year, roughly
a third of which comes from stormwater runoff reduction,
according to the city’s urban forest management plan.

The city, along with a host of volunteers, has been busy
planting trees, too. It added 800 trees in Ashville Park, a
nearby neighborhood in the southern part of the city that
has drawn criticism over its inadequate stormwater system.

Simply
Intuitive

Councilwoman Barbara Henley said it would only be roughly
four years until the trees start providing significant benefits.
Henley, whose district includes the Ashville Park area, said
the recent reforestation was a statement that the city is moving forward with its green infrastructure solutions.
“Right now, we’re really not ready for the engineered solutions,” she said, calling them “very, very, very expensive.”
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And these tracts of land play a significant role in the city’s
fight against flooding — managing hundreds of millions of
gallons of water every day, according to the first phase of a
recent study that examined Virginia Beach’s forests.
Henley, the Princess Anne councilwoman, has long advocated for the straightforward benefits of planting more trees
throughout Virginia Beach, especially as seas continue to rise
and rainfall becomes more intense. She has spearheaded the
effort to examine how forests could help with the flooding
that has been plaguing the southern, rural part of the city.
“I think we really have to appreciate the value of a Bald
Cypress (tree),” she said.
Henley said the city will move forward with the second phase
of the forestry study, too, which will help identify the specific
areas that are most important for reducing flood risk. This
could help the city determine which land is most important
to save as the city, moving forward, considers trying to buy
certain properties so the land could be reforested, Henley
said.

Some of the many trees planted in the Ocean Lakes section of Virginia
Beach, Va., Nov. 30, 2020, as the city and environmentalists turn to planting trees to slow flooding. Dozens of volunteers recently planted nearly 400
trees, with plans for another 500 next year. This roughly $25,000 initiative
was a partnership between one of the biggest homeowners associations in
the city and Lynnhaven River NOW, a local environmental organization. (L.
Todd Spencer/The Virginian-Pilot via AP)

But, for now, she and Forget said they would continue
looking at reforesting smaller tracts of land, and to partner
with other private groups. Many of the city’s most vulnerable
areas can’t wait for the lengthy processes that some of the
more ambitious engineered solutions have to go through,
with funding, permitting and construction.
Tim Romo, the maintenance supervisor for the Ocean Lakes’
homeowners association, said it’s not unusual to see standing
water on nearby roads for three or four days after a heavy
rain. He said during a recent summer storm, he saw residents
kayaking on one of the main roads.
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A firefighter sprays foam on a burning, derailed train car Tuesday, Dec. 22, 2020, in Custer, Wash. Officials say seven train cars carrying crude oil derailed
and five caught fire north of Seattle and close to the Canadian border. Whatcom County officials said the derailment occurred in the downtown Custer
area, where streets were closed and evacuations ordered during a large fire response. (AP Photo/Elaine Thompson)

Federal Officials Investigate Fiery Oil
Train Derailment
By Lisa Baumann | Associated Press

BELLINGHAM, Wash. (AP) — Federal and local authorities
were investigating a fiery oil car train derailment north of
Seattle near where two people were arrested in November
and accused of attempting a terrorist attack on train tracks
to disrupt plans for a natural gas pipeline.

make an evaluation,” Whatcom County Sheriff Bill Elfo said.

Seven train cars carrying crude oil derailed and five caught
fire Dec. 22, sending a large plume of black smoke into the
sky close to the Canadian border. There were no injuries in
the derailment about 100 miles north of Seattle.

In November, federal authorities in Seattle charged two
people with a terrorist attack on train tracks, saying they
placed “shunts” on Burlington Northern Santa Fe tracks.
Shunts consist of a wire strung across the tracks, mimicking
the electrical signal of a train. The devices can cause trains to
automatically brake and can disable railroad crossing guards.

Officials were asked about recent attempts to sabotage oil
trains, but they said the investigation was just beginning.
“We’ve not been able to get close enough to the site to
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Officials with the National Transportation Safety Board along
with the FBI and other federal, state and local agencies were
on the scene.

Authorities said the pair were opposed to the construction
of a natural gas pipeline across British Columbia when they

interfered with the operation of a railroad in Washington
state.
The FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force has said there have been
dozens of such cases involving BNSF tracks since January
2020, with a message claiming responsibility posted on an
anarchist website early this year.

Matt Krogh, director of U.S. Oil & Gas Campaigns for the
environmental group Stand.earth, said it is difficult for state
and local officials to place restrictions on shipments of oil by
train.
“Our hands are tied in many ways because of federal
pre-emption,” Krogh said.

In one, shunts were placed in three locations in northwest
Washington on Oct. 11, prompting emergency brakes to
engage on a train that was hauling hazardous materials and
flammable gas. The braking caused a bar
connecting the train’s cars to fail. The cars
became separated and could have derailed,
authorities said.
Home to five oil refineries, Washington state
sees millions of gallons of crude oil move
by rail through the state each week, mostly
coming from North Dakota along with some
from Alberta and Saskatchewan in Canada.
The seven cars derailed about 11:46am Tuesday, Dec. 22. Two people were on board the
108-car train headed from North Dakota to
the Ferndale Refinery, owned by Phillips 66.
The following day, officials said the spilled
crude oil appeared to be contained around
the crash site, with little to no harm so far
detected to the public or environment, The
Seattle Times reported.
“There have been no wildlife impacts and,
most importantly, no injuries to the public or
responders to this incident,” Dave Byers, the
state ecology department’s on-scene coordinator, said during a news conference.
BNSF officials could not readily say how much
oil spilled.
Critics of oil transport by rail car said the
incident was another example of the danger
of the practice. They cited the 2013 fiery
derailment of a train carrying crude in Lac
Megantic, Quebec, which killed 47 people.
Washington state passed a law that imposed
safety restrictions on oil shipments by rail,
but it was blocked earlier in 2020 by the federal government.
The U.S. Department of Transportation in
May determined federal law pre-empts the
Washington law adopted in 2019, which
mandated crude from the oil fields of the
Northern Plains have more of its volatile
gases removed before being loaded onto rail
cars.
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News

Judge Blasts US Agency’s ‘Sloppy’
Climate Work in Oil Case
By Matthew Brown | Associated Press
BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) — A U.S. federal court once again
blocked new oil and gas drilling permits on Wyoming public
lands in a Nov. 13 ruling that rebuked the Trump administration for its “sloppy and rushed’’ analysis of climate change
impacts.
U.S. District Judge Rudolph Contreras said the administration’s Bureau of Land Management failed to look closely
enough at climate change impacts from oil and gas extraction and consumption on almost 500 square miles (1,295
sq. kilometers) of land in Wyoming.
Contreras first blocked drilling on the parcels in 2019, saying
the bureau needed to consider greenhouse gas emissions
from fuels extracted on public lands in the past, present and
foreseeable future, including in neighboring states such as
Colorado and Utah.
In the Nov. 13 ruling, he said the land bureau’s latest effort
to tally up the impact of those emissions had again failed
and “does not adequately consider the climate change impacts of the oil and gas leasing decisions.’’
The judge pointed to numerous flaws in the bureau’s climate
change assessment such as failing to consider the cumulative
impacts of multiple lease sales over time. He also highlighted
simple math errors by officials that taken together “suggests
a sloppy and rushed process” lacking scientific accuracy.
The ruling marks the latest in a string of court actions over
the past decade that have faulted the U.S. for inadequate
consideration of greenhouse gas emissions when approving
oil, gas and coal projects on federal land.
The case involving the Wyoming parcels originated with leases that were sold in 2015 and 2016, under President Barack
Obama.
Land bureau spokesperson Richard Packer said the agency’s
leasing decisions were “based on the best available science.”
He said that the agency would continue pushing Trump’s
agenda supporting domestic energy production, but declined to answer whether government attorneys will appeal
the Nov. 13 decision.
President-elect Joe Biden’s administration has pledged to
ban new oil and gas leasing on public lands and waters.
Environmentalist Jeremy Nichols with WildEarth Guardians,
one of the groups that sued over the Wyoming leases, said
the latest ruling underscores the need for the incoming ad-
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ministration to reform government oil and gas sales.
“The oil and gas leasing program is a train wreck right
now. They keep losing in court because they don’t want to
acknowledge science and facts and the reality of climate
change,” he said.
Companies pay billions of dollars annually to produce oil,
gas and coal from federal lands and waters. The money is
split between the federal government and states where the
extraction occurs.
Extracting and burning fossil fuels from federal land generates the equivalent of 1.4 billion tons (1.3 billion metric tons)
annually of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide, according
to a 2018 report from the U.S. Geological Survey. That’s
equivalent to almost one-quarter of total U.S. carbon dioxide
emissions.
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News

Enbridge Starts Construction on Line 3
in Minnesota

By Mohamed Ibrahim | Associated Press/Report for America

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Enbridge Energy began construction
on its Line 3 crude oil pipeline replacement in Minnesota
Dec. 1, a day after state regulators approved the final permit
for the $2.6 billion project amid legal challenges from local
activist and Indigenous groups.
Spokeswoman Juli Kellner said Enbridge began construction
in several locations around the state in the morning. Enbridge spent years pursuing permits for the project before
the last one, a construction stormwater permit, was granted
Nov. 30 by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.
“Line 3 can now begin to be an economic boost for counties,
small businesses, Native American communities, and union
members,’’ Kellner said in a statement. “The workforce will
ramp up as construction continues eventually creating over
4,000 family-sustaining, mostly local construction jobs, millions of dollars in local spending and additional tax revenues
at a time when Northern Minnesota needs it most.’’

they’re not on the job.’’
Line 3 begins in Alberta, Canada, and clips a corner of North
Dakota before crossing Minnesota on its way to Enbridge’s
terminal in Superior, Wisconsin. The replacement segments in
Canada, North Dakota and Wisconsin are already complete,
leaving only the 337-mile (542-kilometer) stretch in Minnesota. Altogether Enbridge expects to spend $2.9 billion on the
U.S. portion.

Mohamed Ibrahim is a corps member for the Associated
Press/Report for America Statehouse News Initiative. Report
for America is a nonprofit national service program that places journalists in local newsrooms to report on under-covered
issues.

Two tribes — the Red Lake and White Earth Bands of Chippewa — asked the PUC last week to stay its approval of the
project, saying the influx of construction workers would put
residents along the route at higher risk of COVID-19. A consolidated appeal by environmental and tribal groups is also
pending before the Minnesota Court of Appeals.

Simply
Intelligent

Several activists and Indigenous groups filed a lawsuit Nov.
30 challenging the MPCA’s permit approval, citing the pipeline’s threat to waters where Native Americans harvest wild
rice and negative effect on climate change.
Enbridge said that replacing the deteriorating pipeline,
which was built in the 1960s and runs at only half its original
capacity, is the best option for protecting the environment
while meeting the region’s energy needs.
Kellner said Enbridge has enacted strict guidelines to guard
against spread of the coronavirus, including testing workers
regularly and repeatedly, requiring mask-wearing and social
distancing and sanitizing work areas regularly.
In a recent statement, Winona LaDuke, executive director
of Honor the Earth, said that Enbridge will continue to see
legal challenges from activists and Indigenous groups to
“prevent this tar sands pipeline from ever being completed.’’
“As construction begins, some big questions need to be
asked: What if the Appeals Court sides against Enbridge in
the legal cases before it? What if the new Biden administration squashes this pipeline? What is Enbridge’s plan if
its workforce gets corona?” LaDuke said. “Its ‘safety’ plan
doesn’t address what its workers do or where they go when
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News

Maryland Board OKs Key Permit for
Natural Gas Pipeline
By Brian Witte | Associated Press

ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP) — A Maryland board approved a key
wetlands license Dec. 2 on the state’s Eastern Shore for a
pipeline to bring natural gas to Somerset County, one of the
state’s poorest jurisdictions which does not currently have
access to natural gas.
The Board of Public Works voted 3-0 for the license to allow
drilling for the project, despite heavy objections from environmentalists. The Eastern Shore Natural Gas Pipeline Company sought the license to drill under the Wicomico River in
Salisbury, Maryland, to construct the pipeline.
Lt. Gov. Boyd Rutherford, a Republican, voted in place of
Gov. Larry Hogan, with Treasurer Nancy Kopp and Comptroller Peter Franchot — both Democrats — also voting for the
license.

Rutherford, however, pointed out that the project would
stop dirtier energy from being used at the University of
Maryland, Eastern Shore and Eastern Correctional Institute,
including propane and the burning of tons of woodchips.
The lieutenant governor also noted that the project will provide a choice for residents.
Rutherford said there is nothing stopping someone from
seeking out solar energy on their property, or to ask utility
companies for more renewable energy for their heating and
fueling.
The Dec. 2 vote was not for final approval. The Chesapeake
Climate Action Network, an environmental group, said it
would continue to fight the pipeline.

Franchot said he has listened to both sides of the debate,
after receiving thousands of emails, phone calls and social
media communications on the issue.
“For years, Maryland businesses and residents have benefited
from lower natural gas costs, and Somerset County has simply been left behind, and when we tried to get renewable
energy down there, it was blocked,” Franchot said. “And, as
a result, local businesses are stuck paying high-cost energy
bills rather than focusing on their own operations and on
economic development.”
The comptroller emphasized that the vote shouldn’t be interpreted as “an endorsement for fossil fuels and long-term
dependency on natural gas.” He said the state must continue
to make progress pursuing clean energy.
Kopp said while the state needs to be committed to fighting
climate change, this vote was not on a concept or a framework at variance with that goal — but for a specific item.
“And I believe that the inequity of the situation regarding
Somerset County — its economic and environmental disadvantage — have to be acknowledged and addressed,” Kopp
said.
Environmental groups criticized the decision, saying the DelMar Pipeline project would carry fracked gas into the Eastern
Shore. They said it was one of two controversial pipelines
proposed for a region at a time of rapidly developing climate
change concerns.
“This is not a smart decision,” said Josh Tulkin, who is the
director of the Maryland chapter of the Sierra Club. “Greenlighting another fracked gas pipeline is like throwing more
gasoline on the climate crisis.”
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Army Corps of Engineers Grants Final
Federal Line 3 Permit

By Steve Karnowski | Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
approved the final federal permit for Enbridge Energy’s
planned Line 3 crude oil pipeline replacement across northern Minnesota Nov 23, bringing the project a step closer to
construction.
In a release from its St. Paul office, the Corps said it determined the Line 3 project “is compliant with all federal laws
and regulations.” Col. Karl Jansen, commander of the St.
Paul District, said the decision followed “an exhaustive review” and extensive work with federal and state regulators,
Native American tribes, environmental groups and Enbridge.
“I believe our decision is based on sound science and strikes
the balance between protecting natural resources and allowing reasonable development,” Jansen said.
All that remains in the six-year-old process now is for the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency to issue a storm water
construction permit to protect surface waters from runoff
while it’s being built, and then for the independent Public
Utilities Commission to give a final green light. The commission has already approved the project several times.
“These permits are yet another science-based approval for
the project moving Line 3 closer to the start of construction,” Enbridge said in a statement. “Final state permits and
authorizations are needed for work to begin before the end
of 2020.”
Pipeline opponents, including environmental and tribal
groups, are still suing and protesting to try to block the
project, and an appeal by the state Commerce Department
is pending. But there are no injunctions in place to prevent
Enbridge, based in Calgary, Alberta, from beginning construction if it gets final approval from the PUC.
Winona LaDuke, executive director of Honor the Earth, an
Indigenous-based environmental group, said the opponents
will keep up the fight in court.
“We’re going to pursue justice. We’d like the system to
work,” LaDuke said as she pulled in to view an Enbridge pipe
yard in Backus. Construction preparations are well underway
and workers are gathering in communities along the route,
she said, raising a public health threat amid the COVID-19
pandemic.
Line 3 begins in Alberta and clips a corner of North Dakota
before crossing Minnesota on its way to Enbridge’s terminal
in Superior, Wisconsin. Enbridge wants to replace the Minnesota section because it was built in the 1960s, and its increasing maintenance needs mean the company can run it at only
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half its original capacity. Replacement segments in Canada,
North Dakota and Wisconsin are already complete.
Opponents say the pipeline threatens spills in pristine waters
where Native Americans harvest wild rice and that the Canadian tar sands oil it would carry would aggravate climate
change.
“Today’s decision is a gift by (President Donald) Trump to
the oil industry and a slap in the face to the rest of us. ... We
need a stay on construction of Line 3 so that Trump can’t
rush this pipeline ahead while key legal challenges play out,”
Andy Pearson, Midwest Tar Sands Coordinator at MN350,
said in a statement.
Enbridge says the $2.6 billion replacement will provide a

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers recently approved Enbridge Energy’s final federal permit for its Line 3 crude oil pipeline replacement. Opponents argue
that the project threatens the waters where Native Americans harvest crops, and that the tar sands it would carry would help facilitate climate change. (AP
Photo/Jim Mone, File)

safer way to transport the oil to Midwest refineries while
creating 4,200 construction jobs and generating millions of
dollars in local spending and tax revenues.
Democratic Gov. Tim Walz’s administration has faced criticism
from both sides over its handling of the project. Twelve of
17 members of an MPCA advisory group on environmental
justice issues resigned after the agency approved a major
water quality permit for the project Nov. 12. The Republican-controlled Minnesota Senate ousted Walz’s commerce
commissioner in September, after his agency appealed the
PUC’s most recent approval of the project. The department
contends Enbridge failed to meet a statutory requirement
for producing a legally adequate long-range oil demand
forecast.
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EXPLORING

SOUND TESTING STANDARDS
FOR AIR COOLING EQUIPMENT

W
emitted.

hen specifying cooling equipment, engineers are
faced with myriad decisions affecting performance
and layout. One critical consideration is the noise

As population density rises in major cities and municipal bylaws
limit sound levels, this can be the determining factor when
deciding between two commercial cooling systems.
Manufacturers can choose from multiple sound test codes,
but the results should not depend on the methods chosen. It is
critical for tests to provide results that are consistently tight and
verifiable so that engineers and owners can be confident in the
accuracy of given values.
Because of the need to compare and contrast widely accepted
industry testing methods, EVAPCO conducted tests on four of
their cooling tower units using multiple standards to calculate
and compare sound power levels.
This article summarizes the results of those tests and makes
recommendations for bringing the results closer together. It’s
worth noting that a revised version of ATC-128, standard for
the measurement of sound from water cooling towers by the
Cooling Technology Institute (CTI), was published in 2019. It
includes an updated method of interpretation of test data from
small cooling equipment to bring sound power levels closer to
ISO 3744 Hemispherical Method.
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Looking Back
In 1981, the Cooling Technology Institute (CTI) introduced a
standard for testing the sound emitted by cooling towers, called
ATC-128 Test Code for Measurement of Sound from Water
Cooling Towers. The intent of ATC-128 was to standardize manufacturers’ attempts to measure the noise emitted by their cooling equipment, and to calculate sound levels at various distances.
Prior to its release, companies turned to international codes or
internal protocols to measure equipment sound levels.
CTI’s aim to bring consistency to the North American market
has been largely successful. However, the code includes multiple measurement methods, raising questions about how best to
select the most accurate sound calculations. This is especially
important for obtaining or extrapolating results to distances that
are not directly tested but which are needed for compliance with
noise ordinances and bylaws.
CTI carried out a major rewrite of the code in 2005, followed by
a smaller revision in 2014. As part of its ongoing development
of codes and standards that can be trusted, the institute engaged
EVAPCO to carry out testing at their Research and Development Center in Maryland.
Methodology
In order to determine where ATC-128 lies in relation to compa-

rable codes, testing was done using methods from ATC-128 and
four other standards that use measured data to calculate sound
power levels:

• ISO 3744 (Acoustics – Determination of sound power levels

and sound energy levels of noise sources using sound pressure – Engineering methods for an essentially free field over a
reflecting plane);
• AHRI 370 (Sound Performance Rating of Large Air-cooled
Outdoor Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Equipment);
• DIN 45635, Part 46 (Measurement of Noise Emitted by Machines; Airborne Noise Emission; Enveloping Surface Method;
Cooling Towers); and
• EN 13487 (Heat Exchangers – Forced Convection Air Cooled
Refrigerant Condensers and Dry Coolers – Sound Measurement).
These methods were chosen because, like ATC-128, they use
measured sound pressure to calculate sound power levels. Sound
pressure is a measure of the fluctuations in air pressure caused
by sound waves travelling through the air. Essentially, it is the
sound we hear at a given distance from the source and is measured in decibels (dB).
The sound power level from the source must be calculated from
measured sound pressure since the nature of sound travel makes
it almost impossible to measure directly. These measurements
are taken typically at eight wavelength frequencies known as
octaves that make up the audible sound spectrum: 63, 125, 250,
500, 1,000, 2000, 4000 and 8000 Hz.
For the analysis, these measured values are “weighted,” which
converts them based on the human ear’s sensitivity to some
sound frequencies over others. This is done using conversion
values for the results at each frequency; all values stated in this
article are weighted and are in dB(A) instead of the measured
dB(L).
Cooling Units Used for the Tests

tances that are used to calculate sound power. One is nearfield,
which is the area around the unit that is so close, the unit surfaces cannot be grouped as a single emitting point. Calculating the
sound power is challenging since measurements appear to come
from various directions.
Far-field distances treat the unit as a point from which sound
emanates. The minimum far-field distance is based on a characteristic dimension calculated from the equation:

Equation 1

Far field is generally considered to be two times this characteristic dimension (2Do).
EVAPCO’s test facility allowed for measurements to be taken
with minimal interference since the test pad has a clear space
around it of 50 feet in each direction without significant interference. This was key in obtaining far field measurements, as
required.
Tests Conducted
From September to December 2017, tests were conducted in
exact accordance with the methods specified by each of the five
standards to be compared.
ATC-128
The CTI’s standard contains multiple methods. For comparison,
nearfield and far-field measurements were taken to calculate
sound power levels. These were recorded at the center of each
cooling tower face and provided two datasets which could then
provide a comparison between the two calculations. While farfield is considered to be twice the characteristic dimension Do,
the industry uses a set distance of 15m (50ft).

Four units were tested: an induced draft, counterflow cooling
tower; a forced draft, counterflow cooling tower, an induced
draft, crossflow dry cooler, and an induced draft, crossflow
cooling tower.
Variations in shape and operation allowed for an analysis independent of configuration. In all cases, the units ran with no heat
load at maximum fan speed and water flow (where applicable).
Each unit was subject to testing according to the five standards
(ATC-128, ISO 3744, AHRI 370, DIN 45635 and EN 13487),
and the sound power was calculated using the guidelines in the
standards.
It is important to understand the two types of measuring dis-

Figure 1: Sound measurement points according to ATC-128 before 2019
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Measurement elevations for ATC-128 were 1.5m from the
ground, except where this coincided with a fan discharge. To
prevent the airflow from inflating the measured values, these
readings were taken 1.5m above and 1.5m to the side of the
outlet. All 15m distances were measured from the face of the
cooling towers as opposed to the center of the units, as per ATC128 guidelines. This fact is key in accounting for deviations from
baseline calculated values and is discussed in the results.
ISO 3744
This standard works for multiple types of machinery and equipment and is the most widely used because of its extensive scope.
The basic arrangement is to take readings of sound pressure
from a hypothetical surface that surrounds the noise source.
An array of measurement points on these “surfaces” is used to
calculate the total sound emission.

AHRI 370
This standard, issued by the Air Conditioning, Heating and
Refrigeration Institute (AHRI), was approved by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 2015, nearly 30 years
after its first publication.
Unlike ISO 3744, which covers a broad array of equipment, this
standard is specific to refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment over 40kW in size. It consists of taking measurements
1m from each face of the unit, at two heights: 1.5m above the
ground and 1m higher than the top of the unit.
The array of readings consists of the midpoint of each face and
points 1m apart in a ring around the unit at each of the two
elevations. For units that are less than 2m tall, the reading 1m
above the top of the unit is not required.

A hemisphere was used for this test, with its center at the middle
of the unit’s base. The radius was two times the characteristic
dimension, giving far-field readings. Ten primary points and ten
secondary points were measured at various locations along the
hemisphere and these were used to calculate sound power levels.
The other shape was a box that extended to a distance of 1m
(one meter) from the unit in each direction. Known as the
“parallelepiped” method, it was used to obtain nearfield readings. Each face was separated into a grid, with the measurement
points at the center of each face. The corners and midpoints of
each face are mandatory locations while additional measurements may be taken if required.

Figure 2: Sound measurement points according to ISO 3744 Annex B

Figure 4: Sound measurement points according to AHRI 370

DIN 45635: Part 46
The German Institute for Standardization issued this code
to measure sound emitted by machines, with part 46 dealing
specifically with cooling towers. It gives the method of measuring specific points surrounding natural and mechanical draft
cooling towers with a focus on the locations identified as the
sound emitting areas of the unit. Near-field distances were used
to obtain these readings.
For the mechanical draft units tested, four locations were
assessed: the air inlet, the outlet, fan stack and motor. Each location had a set of measuring points forming a shape around that
portion of the unit. The inlet, and motor were surrounded by
points on a cuboid while the fan stack had readings taken radially along a cylinder surrounding the fan. A hemisphere around
the air outlet sat on top of the fan cylinder to get sound readings
associated with the discharge.
Since the units tested had internal motors, there was no separate
set of readings for the motor. For the inlet, readings were taken

Figure 3: Sound measurement points according to ISO 3744 Annex C
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Figure 5: Sound measurement points according to DIN 45635

1m from the inlet face at three elevations: 1m above the top of
the inlet louver, ¾ and ¼ of this height from the ground.
Similarly, the fan stack cylinder consisted of four sets of readings
taken 1m away from the stack, measured at three elevations.
EN 13487
EN 13487 is the European standard issued by the European
Commission for Standardization and covers forced air-cooled
refrigerant condensers and dry coolers. It uses a parallelepiped
method that attempts to account for the fact that moving air
from the fans would interfere with readings taken too close to
discharge points.
For this reason, the measurement locations were extended 1m
from the corners of the box surrounding the unit, as opposed
to the typical midpoints used in other methods. For units with
multiple fans, points were also taken at midpoints between fans.
For units with fans in a vertical plane, the points are taken 30cm
above the ground and 1m from the front of the unit. Rear points
are offset by 0.5m from the back end instead of 1m.

Calculating Sound Power
The equation for calculating sound power is:
Equation 2

Where the average sound pressure is determined using the equation found in ISO 3744:

Equation 3

Where SAT = Total geometric surface area of measurement
plane
SApoint = Surface area allocated to the point where the
measurement is taken
SPpoint = Sound pressure measured at a point
n = number of points
For units that have data points with equal surface area, equation
3 can be simplified to:

Equation 4

The corrections take into account the background noise, reflections, atmospheric absorption, etc. For the tests carried out here,
the measured background sound was insignificant. Therefore,
no correction was used since they were all done with the same
ambient conditions.
The geometric term takes the measured surface area into account:
Geometric Term
Figure 6: Sound measurement points according to EN 13487 with fans in
horizontal plane

Even though all the standards use the same equation, calculation
methods for surface area vary between standards for nearfield
areas. The far-field equations, on the other hand, were identical
and based on a hemisphere whose radius was the distance from
the unit.
Note that AHRI has two nearfield equations: one identical to the
ISO equation and one based on a hemispherical equivalency.
This second equation was meant to account for equipment with
a long, narrow shape and when used, it gives sound power levels
that are lower by 2-3 dB(A).
Results

Figure 7: Sound measurement points according to EN 13487 with fans in
vertical plane

All test results were compared to ISO 3744, which was used
as the baseline standard for measuring and calculating sound
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EN 13487
This standard is similar to ISO and AHRI 370 standards,
but with fewer points from the corners of the unit instead of
midpoints. Data points had to be relocated due to proximity to
airstreams and the resulting sound power was 96.9 dB(A).
Far-field calculations
Only the ISO 3744 and ATC-128 contained far-field methods
for calculating sound power levels. The ISO value was used as
baseline against which the ATC-128 result was compared.

Table 1, summarizing the surface area equations for the standards

levels. The results of tests taken for the induced draft, counterflow cooling tower (unit 1) will be presented here and compared.
More information is contained in the original document TP1827 from the Cooling Technology Institute.
Nearfield Calculations
ISO 3744
For the ISO calculation using readings taken from the parallelepiped method, the two methods of averaging the sound pressure were used and compared. The simplified version assumes
that each point has the same surface area (shown by equation 3)
and it gave a sound power of 98.4 dB(A) while the more detailed
calculation using equation 4 resulted in a sound power of 97.7
dB(A). The more detailed calculation accounted for variations
in surface area, 97.7 dB(A) was deemed the more accurate to be
used as the baseline reading.
ATC-128
ATC-128 does not have its own nearfield equation, so the ISO
equation for varying surface areas (equation 4) was used. The
total sound power obtained from the readings using ATC-128
was 98.6 dB(A).
AHRI 370
The hemispherical equivalency equation was used to calculate
the AHRI result, which gave a surface area of about half the expected surface area calculated with the ISO method. The average
sound pressure was also lower and the resultant sound power
level was 94.4 dB(A).
DIN 45635
Since this standard only uses areas around sound emitting
parts of the unit, the calculation was more complex and included overlapping enclosures. One side of the unit had a higher
average sound pressure, since the motor sound affected nearby
air inlet sound measurements. The average sound pressure using
this standard was 98.5 dB(A).
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ISO 3744
Measurements were taken on a hemisphere at a 15m radius with
10 primary points and 10 secondary points collected for comparison. Using only the primary points gave a sound power level
of 97.2 dB(A) while the secondary points gave a result of 96.6
dB(A). The final calculation based on all 20 readings was 96.9
dB(A) and was the baseline used.
ATC-128
The readings for this code were all taken at 50 ft from the face of
the unit although the calculation assumes that the readings are
taken from the centerpoint of the unit’s base. Hence the assumption is that all the data points lie on the same hemisphere, giving
a lower surface area and sound pressure. The calculated sound
power was 94.8 dB(A).
Below is a summary table comparing the results for the three
units:

Table 2, a comparison of sound power showing deviations from baseline

The ISO far-field values using the hemispherical model was used
as the baseline against which all other results were compared,
due to the uniformity of data collection. The ATC-128 calculations were lower than baseline for all three units. This was likely
due to the fact that the calculation assumes that points are measured from the center of the unit rather than the unit faces as per
the ATC-128 method.
The nearfield sound pressures were higher than the baseline
readings for all methods except AHRI 370, which was lower, and
EN 13487, which was very close to the baseline.
Options for Improvement
One of the aims of this test was to determine ways to improve
the methods used to make them more accurate and consistent.

ISO 3744 parallelepiped method
Besides ambiguities about which data averaging method should
be used, ISO 3744 parallelepiped method may have resulted in
inflated sound pressure readings at points located in airstreams.
Removing these readings from the data set and recalculating the
sound pressure values gave results that were closer to baseline.
For unit 1, the difference changed from +0.8 to +0.4 dB(A).
For unit 2, this difference went from +0.8 to -0.2 dB(A).
For unit 3, the difference was reduced from +1.3 to +0.8 dB(A).
AHRI 370 parallelepiped method
Using the ISO 3744 area calculation for the AHRI 370 parallel
piped method instead of its suggested equivalency area calculation brought those readings closer to baseline. The sound pressure for unit 1 went from 2.6 dB(A) below baseline to 0.7 dB(A)
above baseline. Units 2 and three went from -1.9 to +1.4 dB(A)
and -2.1 to -0.1 dB(A) respectively.

Moving the points to 15 ft from origin puts them on the same
hemisphere, making the calculated value closer to the ISO 3744
baseline.
ATC-128 calculation-based corrections
Using readings measured from the unit’s face, the calculation
was modified to account for the fact that each point lies on a different hemisphere with an origin at the center of the unit. Thus,
the surface area was recalculated for each datapoint using the
distance from the unit’s origin (even though the readings were
still taken 15 ft from the unit’s face). This correction brought
the sound power levels closer to baseline as shown in the table
below:
Ultimately, both methods of correction gave similar results.
Another way to modify the calculation was to calculate what the
sound would be on a common hemisphere by mathematically
“relocating” the measured values. This gave resulting sound
power values that were identical to those obtained from readings
taken at 15 ft from a common origin at the center of the unit.

DIN 45625
The DIN 45625 enclosures were overlapped for unit 1, which
was small and contained multiple inlets. This inflated the surface
area resulting in the deviations from baseline. Modifications to
the enclosures to remove this overlap resulted in a difference
from baseline that went from +1.6 to +0.8 dB(A). Similarly, the
fan discharge enclosures for unit 3 overlapped at the fan cylinder
edges. Removing the overlapped area brought the sound power
level closer to baseline from +3.2 to +1.1 dB(A).
Table 3, results of recalculated sound power levels using corrections to the
origin point

ATC-128
ATC-128 presented two main options for corrections based on
limitations discovered during testing and calculations. One was
a location-based correction which changed the distance from the
unit that readings were taken. The other was a calculation-based
correction that accounted for the fact that the distance is measured from the face of the unit rather than the midpoint.
ATC-128 location-based corrections
Readings were taken at a distance of 2.Do, as per equation 1, to
compare results to readings taken at a distance of 15ft. The resultant sound power was 4 dB(A) below baseline, further than the
2.1 dB(A) deviation using 15 ft. This result shows that it is safer
to do readings at 15 ft to ensure that far-field has been reached,
as long as there is no significant background noise.
Measuring the 15-ft distance from the center of the unit rather
than the unit’s face brought the calculated sound power levels closer to baseline. Unit 1’s deviation went from -2.1 to -1.0
dB(A), unit 2 changed from -1.8 to 0.0 dB(A) and unit 3 went
from -4.2 to -2.8 dB(A). This is because the calculation for sound
power assumes that the points all lie in the same hemisphere,
which they do not if they are measured at equal distance from
the face rather than the origin.

Taking a step further, we can combine the common origin
calculation with a fan weighting to account for the fact that the
majority of noise comes from the fan and motor.
So, instead of assuming that each reading accounts for an equal
share of the noise (1/5), we apply a greater weighting to the point
in the fan discharge. As a starting point, the fan was assumed to
account for 3x more noise than the other four locations.
The calculation was completed using the fan reading three times
so that it accounted for 3/7 of the sound while the other points
accounted for 1/7 each. Units 1 and 3 were even closer to baseline than using the origin correction only.

Table 4, a summary of recalculated sound power levels using origin and fan
weighted corrections
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A facility manager examines EVAPCO AT open-loop evaporative cooling towers.

Recommendations for ATC-128
As shown in Table 2, the scatter between results using different
methods was as high as 4.8 dB(A). The modifications investigated yielded sound power levels that were closer to baseline.
Table 5 below demonstrates the spread from baseline and shows
that once these changes were implemented, the variation did not
exceed 1.5 dB(A).

for consideration in future revisions of ATC-128.

ATC-128 initially gave the most deviant results compared to
the other standards. Once the location and calculation-based
changes were implemented, the sound power levels more closely
approached the baseline, which was considered to be the most
accurate.

Conclusion

The sound pressure levels of a fourth unit, an induced draft,
crossflow cooling tower, were measured afterward, following the
same methods described before. Adding the sound power results
to Table 5, here is Table 6:

While much attention is focused on energy conservation and
optimizing HVAC system performance, it’s also important to
ensure that outdoor equipment sound levels do not exceed bylaw
limitations.
Manufacturers can choose from multiple codes for determining
sound levels. However, this introduces the risk of inaccuracies if
the results depend on which test is chosen.

Table 5, a comparison of sound power showing deviations from baseline
once corrections were implemented

The fan weighted calculation combined with data point corrections yielded the best results and should be considered for
inclusion in the code, once further testing is done on various
unit configurations to ensure the trends still apply.
It is important to note that EN 13487 was a simple method
which gave the closest results to baseline without needing any
correction. For this reason, the approach is also recommended
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Investigating and implementing changes to remove variations
between codes will give engineers more confidence in the sound
levels reported by manufacturers. This will help designers to
make the right decisions for cooling systems that meet requirements for both performance and sound levels.

EVAPCO eco-LRWB forced-draft systems are commissioned at the Detroit Free Press building.

A revised version of ATC-128, standard for the measurement of
sound from water cooling towers by the Cooling Technology Institute (CTI), has been published in 2019. It includes an updated
method of interpretation of test data from small cooling equipment to bring sound power levels closer to ISO 3744 Hemispherical Method.

Andrew Carl, EVAPCO Power assistant product development
manager, is responsible for the thermal and sound evaluation
of field-erected cooling towers. Carl has assisted in successfully
bringing several new products to market.
Jean-Pierre R. Libert, EVAPCO VP of Power Product Development, oversees research and development, product development,
testing, rating and modeling activities of field-erected cooling
towers and air-cooled steam condensers.
Will Nuckolls, EVAPCO Sr. Product Development Manager for
Sound and Vibration, develops low sound solutions for EVAPCO across many product lines, tests and develop axial fans for
multiple applications to improve aerodynamics and sound, and
provides technical support and training.

(L-R) Conrad Campos (Midgley-Huber, Inc.), Reid Olsen (USU) and Gary
Stevens (Spindler Construction Corp.)
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Member News

Nationwide Coils Expands Team,
Launches New Markets Offering On-Site
Customer Service
Mt. Kisco, NY — Nationwide Coils®, a leading manufacturer and supplier of custom and OEM replacement coils, is
excited to announce two new team members offering on-site
support: Ben Dennie, newly appointed Account Manager
and Designer III, will represent the Tennessee River Valley
and greater Mid-South regions, and Brennan Vaughn, newly
appointed Account Manager, will represent the Greater
Houston area.
Ben Dennie will spearhead on-site coil measurements and
customer relations in his area. He brings more than 20 years
of experience to Nationwide Coils, with a robust skill set
assessing, measuring and upgrading commercial HVAC coils.
Brennan Vaughn will lead on-site coil measurements and
client service duties in his area. His years of hands-on experience in the HVAC industry and extensive knowledge of coils
will serve to offer clients a greater customer service experience.
“This is an exciting time for Nationwide Coils,” Ross Stephens, President of Nationwide Coils said. “Although we
have always served commercial coil needs across the country,
our two new team members allow us to deliver hands-on,
personalized service in two key, growing markets. Their extensive experience and professionalism will prove invaluable
as we grow our client base.”

Ben Dennie

Ben Dennie and Brennan Vaughn join Ross Stephens, President, Stephen Barzelatto, VP, Jay Feldman, National Account
Manager, James Filauro, NY Tristate area Account Manager,
Andre Ostacoli, Inside Sales Manager, and Chris Wright, Chicago Account Manager in leading the sales and service team
of Nationwide Coils.

One Solution

for Fire Protection and Life Safety

12,338

ﬁre equipment inspections
conducted in 2019.

Fire Protection Contractor
Clean Agent & Suppression Systems | Alarm & Control
Detection | Extinguisher & Equipment

Brennan Vaughn

Service & Construction

800.532.4376 | ahernﬁre.com
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Vincent Rodriguez - Apex Pumping
Equipment

Sam Suerth
David Fieldman

Where People Win!
www.JohnstoneHMG.com

The Huestis-Meyers Group

•700 + Vendors•Local Distribution Center
•Over 1 Million Parts•Easy Online Ordering

Chief Engineers Associate Member
Mention “Chief” on your 1st order over $100, and receive a
FREE Klein 4-1 electronic screwdriver! Limit 1 per customer.
Serving Chicago and Suburbs. Call for all your HVAC/R Needs.
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Chicago

Crestwood

Joliet

Hammond

Naperville

(773) 476-7545 (708) 385-3070 (815) 215-1170 (219) 989-9000 (630) 983-9373
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News

Watchdog: US Nuclear Dump Facing
Space, Staffing Challenges
By Susan Montoya Bryan | Associated Press
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) — The federal government’s only
underground nuclear waste dump could run out of room if
the number of drums shipped to the New Mexico site keeps
expanding or if a new method for measuring the waste is
unraveled as part of a pending legal challenge, according to
a nonpartisan congressional watchdog.

of no more than 10 shipments of defense-related waste per
week due to airflow issues resulting from the 2014 contamination.

The Government Accountability Office in a recent report said
better planning is needed at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
to avoid potential disruptions.

New Mexico environmental regulators recently denied a
request by the federal government to extend temporary
authority to continue excavating the utility shaft while the
state considers changes to the repository’s permit. State
officials cited the lack of a plan for completing the shaft and
noted an uptick in COVID-19 cases among employees and
contractors at the site as reasons for the denial.

The report specifically points to the need for adding more
physical space at the repository before it becomes full, which
the U.S. Energy Department estimates could happen as soon
as 2025. The agency faces statutory limitations on how much
waste can be disposed of at the site.
The repository is at the center of a national multibillion-dollar effort to clean up waste from decades of U.S. nuclear
research and bomb-making. Over the last 20 years, tons of
waste have been shipped to the site and stashed in salt caverns that have been excavated deep below the New Mexico
desert. The idea is that the shifting salt will eventually entomb the radioactive tools, clothing, gloves and other debris
that make up the waste.
Work at the repository was derailed in February 2014 after
an inappropriately packaged drum of waste from Los Alamos
National Laboratory released radiation and contaminated
part of the underground facility. Managers restarted operations in 2017 and were attempting to ramp up mining and
disposal work before the coronavirus pandemic complicated
efforts.
The Energy Department also has been limited to disposing

Delays in building a new ventilation system and utility shaft
to address those issues also are concerns.

Nuclear watchdog groups had complained that state environmental officials ignored existing regulations, past agency
practices and case law when initially giving the temporary
approval for contractors to begin work.
The Government Accountability Office acknowledged in
its report that the Energy Department is under pressure to
make sure it doesn’t run out of space, particularly since the
federal government’s plan for restarting production of the
plutonium cores used in the nation’s nuclear arsenal will
result in a new stream of waste that will need to be disposed
of.
The Energy Department has estimated that the repository
would need to operate at least another three decades — if
not longer — to meet disposal needs.
In 2018, it adopted a new method for counting the volume
of waste disposed of at the repository by excluding some
of the air space found in certain containers. That effectively
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The first load of nuclear waste arrives at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant site in Carlsbad, N.M., from Los Alamos National Laboratory. Managers of the federal government's underground nuclear waste repository in southern New Mexico say operations are ongoing despite a recent increase in COVID-19 cases
among workers. The Carlsbad Current-Argus reports that the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant has seen cases among employees and contract workers more than
double in the last week. (AP Photo/Thomas Herbert, File)

lowered the volume of waste already stored there, clearing
the way for more future shipments. But nuclear watchdogs
challenging the change in court have argued that it was contrary to federal law.
Adding more space also will require new models to be developed. That would trigger a review and approval process
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Additional
approvals by state officials also would be required, a process
that could take nearly two years.
According to the report, the Energy Department’s schedule
for excavating more disposal vaults is unreliable. The GAO
stated that there are significant risks that could delay the
schedule and the Energy Department failed to compensate
for the risks by including additional contingency time.
Those risks include delays in building the ventilation system
and the utility shaft. The GAO noted that both projects are
facing challenges with identifying and overseeing contractors
and getting necessary regulatory approvals.
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Techline

Apple to Cut App Store Fees as Legal
Scrutiny Intensifies

By Michael Liedtke | AP Technology Writer

SAN RAMON, Calif. (AP) — Apple has cut its app store commissions in half for most developers amid an intensifying
debate about whether the iPhone maker has been using the
fees to unfairly fatten its profits and stifle rivals competing
against its own music, video, and other subscription services.
The recently announced concession lowered Apple’s commissions for in-app subscriptions and other purchases from
the 30 percent rate that has been in place since 2008 to 15
percent effective Jan. 1. But the discount only applies to
developers with app store revenue up to $1 million annually
— a threshold that excludes the makers of some of the most
popular apps downloaded on iPhones, iPads and other Apple
devices.

lytics firm SensorTower.
But the reduced commission probably won’t leave much of a
dent in Apple’s revenue. That’s because the small developers
in line to qualify for the cut only contribute about 5 percent of Apple’s app store revenue, based on SensorTower’s
estimates.
Moody’s analyst Raj Joshi predicted the reduced commission
will pare Apple’s annual revenue by less than 1 percent while
buying the company more goodwill from app developers
and perhaps regulators, too. “The move will alleviate risks to
some degree from the growing global regulatory scrutiny of
the App Store’s pricing and business model,” Joshi said.

That group includes two of Apple’s fiercest critics, music
streaming service Spotify, and Epic, the maker of the popular
Fortnite video game.

That’s probably one reason investors seemed unfazed by
Apple’s fee cut. The company’s shares slid 1 percent to close
$118.03 the day of the announcement.

Both those companies have helped spur increasing scrutiny
of Apple’s app store practices among lawmakers and regulators in the U.S. and Europe. Apple sells music streaming and
video services that have been helping to offset a slowdown
in iPhone revenue in recent years.

Spotify scoffed at Apple’s lower commissions as “window
dressing” designed to discourage regulators from cracking
down on its practices. “This latest move further demonstrates that their app store policies are arbitrary and capricious,” Spotify said in a statement.

The app store commissions feed Apple’s services division,
which saw its revenue climb 16 percent to nearly $54 billion
during the company’s last fiscal year ending in September.
Only iPhone sales generate more revenue for Apple than
services.

The Match Group, which owns popular online dating sites,
also lashed out at Apple in a statement questioning how
much the lowered commissions will help. “If you manage to

Apple is framing its fee reduction as a way to help most of
the companies that make the roughly 1.8 million apps in its
store during the tough economic times brought on by the
pandemic.
About 98 percent of the app developers generate less than
$1 million in revenue annually, according to the mobile ana-
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The sun is reflected on Apple’s Fifth Avenue store in New York. Apple has cut its app store fee in half from 30 percent to 15 percent for most developers
beginning Jan. 1, the biggest change in its commission rate since the app store began in 2008. The fee reduction applies to developers who made up to
$1 million from the app store in 2020, which is the “vast majority” of developers in the store, Apple said. (AP Photo/Mark Lennihan, File)

grow your revenue over $1 million, they then double their
cut — arbitrarily — making it even harder for the startup to
continue to grow,” Match said.
Epic is continuing to pursue a lawsuit it filed against Apple
in 2020 in an effort to win the right to sell products within
its apps without having to pay Apple’s fees.
Meanwhile, a group called the Coalition for App Fairness, a
Washington-based nonprofit, is calling for “fair treatment”
in the way the tech giants run their app stores. Its members
include Epic, Spotify, online dating app maker Match Group,
and other members including Tile, Basecamp, ProtonMail
and European media industry associations.
And European regulators are investigating Apple’s mobile
app store and payment platform over concerns its practices
distort competition, part of the EU’s battle against the dominance of big tech companies.
Apple CEO Tim Cook cast the fee reductions as a mutually
beneficial move everyone involved.
“We’re launching this program to help small business owners
write the next chapter of creativity and prosperity on the app
store,” Cook said in a statement.
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Techline

Minnesota Launches Smartphone App to
Slow Spread of COVID-19
By Steve Karnowski | Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Gov. Tim Walz and other Minnesota
officials recently urged residents to download a free app for
their smartphones that will notify them if someone who’s
been near them later tests positive for the coronavirus and
will allow them to warn others anonymously if they test
positive themselves.
Walz also said he plans to call a special legislative session to
pass a relief package to help small businesses cope with the
impacts of his moves last week to tighten restrictions to slow
the spread of the virus, which included a four-week closure
of restaurants and bars, except for takeout and delivery, and
a similar shutdown of gyms and amateur sporting events.
“It’s absolutely critical that we get something quickly to
these businesses, we get something that makes a material
difference to them and bridges the gap until the federal
government can do what they need to do,” the Democratic
governor said.
The proposals will include sales tax forgiveness for businesses
that sell food and beverages; waiving state licensing fees;
direct relief for individual workers; grants to provide food to
health care workers, homeless shelters and long-term care
facilities; a state tax credit for food donations by the hospitality industry; and lifting the expiration date on a state
COVID-19 relief fund.
The governor said he’s been working on details with Democratic House Majority Leader Ryan Winkler and the business
community. But he acknowledged that there was no deal
yet, and that he had yet to consult with Republican leaders.
Tarek Tomes, the state’s information technology commissioner, stressed that using the COVIDaware MN app is voluntary,
and that the system contains ample privacy safeguards for
those who opt in. It uses exposure notification technology developed by Google and Apple that is already being
used under different names in around 20 other states and
35 countries around the world to try to slow the spread of
COVID-19.
“If communities are willing to adopt the app, use it to report
positive test results and follow health recommendations
when notified of an exposure, this app can help us return
to many of the activities we miss so much, and save lives,”
Tomes said.
People can download the app from Apple’s App Store for
iPhones or Google Play for Android phones. It uses Bluetooth
technology to detect when a user has been within 6 feet (1.8
meters) of another user for 15 minutes, which is the federal
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Minnesota Gov. Tim Walz speaks from the Governor’s Reception room at
the State Capitol, to discuss the latest steps in his response to COVID-19,
Wednesday, Nov. 18, 2020, in St. Paul, Minn. (Glen Stubbe/Star Tribune via
AP, Pool)

definition of close contact. Anyone who tests positive will
now be asked by contact tracers if they’re using the app. If
they are, they’ll get a verification code to enter into the app
that will trigger alerts to every other user who’s been that
close to them in the preceding two weeks.
The app doesn’t tell a user to whom they were exposed,
where or precisely when. But it then provides users information on how to get tested and how to keep themselves and
people around them safe, including self-quarantining for 14
days.
Tomes said the system is based on anonymous keys, which
are random numbers that change frequently. It does not
use any information that would identify a user, nor does it
share users’ identifying information with Apple, Google or
the state. It does not use GPS or any other technology that
would track a user’s location. The keys are deleted after two
weeks.
In August, Virginia became the first state to launch the
system. Colorado was the most recent before Minnesota.
More than 1 million people in Colorado opted in within its
first couple of weeks, Tomes said. How useful it becomes in
Minnesota will depend on how many people participate, but
he said an Oxford University study found that an adoption
rate as low as 15 percent could reduce the spread by about
the same amount.
Penetration in some European counties quickly reached 20
percent to 35 percent, said Ramesh Raskar, founder of the
PathCheck Foundation, a spinoff from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, which is promoting the technology
and helped develop the application for Minnesota.

ROHM Announces New VCSEL Module
Technology
Kyoto, Japan and Santa Clara, CA, (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) —
ROHM’s newly developed VCSEL technology achieves greater accuracy in spatial recognition and distance measuring
systems by using Time of Flight (TOF) systems.
VCSEL has become popular in recent years with the adoption
of laser light sources for spatial recognition in tablets and
facial recognition in smartphones. With the emergence of
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) and industrial inspection
systems utilizing gesture and shape recognition, the demand
for VCSEL is expected to increase. Concurrently, for applications that require automation, shorter pulse drive and higher
output for the light source are required to achieve higher
accuracy sensing.
Conventionally, in VCSEL-equipped laser light sources, both
the VCSEL device and MOSFET for driving the light source are
individually mounted on the board. Consequently, the wiring
length (parasitic inductance) between products has an unintentional effect on the light source output and drive time,
making it difficult to achieve a light source that provides
the high output and short pulses needed for high accuracy
sensing.

mercializing optical device-equipped products.
ROHM is developing feature-rich laser light sources by applying the above-mentioned technology to the laser light sources and elements created during R&D, contributing to higher
accuracy spatial recognition and ranging systems.
This new technology makes it possible to modularize the VCSEL and MOSFET elements into a single optimized package.
To maximize element performance, the parasitic inductance
between elements (which is proportional to the circuit wiring
length) is minimized, enabling high-speed drive and higher
output. This allows users to achieve both short pulse drive
(under 10ns) that reduces the effects of external noise from
sunlight along with approx. 30 percent higher output over
conventional non-modular solutions.
This technology not only reduces circuit design load and footprint with the monolithic form factor, but also contributes to
greater power savings by improving drive efficiency through
high-speed drive and higher output (enabling faster operation at lower voltages).
For more information, please visit www.rohm.com.

The new VCSEL module technology developed by ROHM
makes it possible to modularize the VCSEL and MOSFET elements into a single package. By minimizing the wiring length
between elements, the performance of each element is maximized, resulting in a light source capable of short pulse drive
(under 10ns) that reduces susceptibility to external noise
from sunlight while enabling up to 30 percent higher output
over conventional solutions.
As a result, when evaluating ROHM’s VCSEL module technology in spatial recognition and ranging systems comprised of
a control IC, TOF sensor (light receiving element), and laser
light source (VCSEL module), the amount of light reflected to
the TOF sensor is increased by 30 percent over conventional
configurations, contributing to improved accuracy in TOF
systems.
ROHM plans on releasing its new VCSEL module in March
2021 for AGVs in the industrial market and facial recognition
systems for mobile devices requiring high accuracy sensing.
The company will also continue to develop high output lasers
for LiDAR in vehicles and other applications.

ROHM’s New VCSEL module technology increases output of spatial recognition and ranging systems by 30 percent.

ROHM Initiatives for the Laser Light Source Market
ROHM develops and supplies LEDs, Fabry-Perot laser diodes,
and VCSELs that are being adopted in laser printers, robot
vacuum cleaners, and more. The company has also engaged
in research and development of VCSEL module technology
to achieve higher output and maximize the performance of
VCSEL elements by leveraging expertise garnered from com-
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Durabook’s Rugged Computers Keep
Bay Counties Diesel Service on Schedule
FREMONT, Calif. /PRNewswire/ — Durabook Americas, Inc.,
a leading manufacturer of rugged computing solutions, has
kept Bay Counties Diesel Service (BCDS) up and running,
improving both the company’s bottom line and customer satisfaction with the rugged laptops since 2013. BCDS provides
full-service diesel truck repair to commercial trucking companies and independent operators in Northern California.
“Today, it is impossible to repair a commercial truck without
a mobile computing solution that can diagnose the problems,” commented Ray Mowry, Bay Counties Diesel Service
President. “However, the harsh environment of the repair
shop meant that standard commercial laptops had a very
short life span of a period of months. With the purchase
of our first rugged computer from Durabook, we saw the
immediate advantages, not only in ruggedness but also the
sunlight-readable display that made it easier to read the
screen outdoors.”

laptops can run all OEM manufacturer diagnostic software
reliably and quickly for the service technicians. And the
computing power provided by the latest chipsets from Intel
ensures that these diagnostic programs run optimally.

Durabook’s rugged laptops can diagnose the problems and perform reliably
for service technicians

For Bay Counties Diesel Service, having a mobile computing
system that can quickly and reliably run the OEM diagnostic
programs is key to their success as a repair station. Having a
computer down means that the technicians cannot work on
a truck, which adversely affects its bottom line. Initially, Bay
Counties Diesel Service purchased the Durabook S15C, then
the SA14, and has recently upgraded to the Durabook S14I.
“We are excited to be supporting a local business here in
Fremont, CA, that provides such a valuable service to our nation’s supply chain,” stated Tom Wang, Durabook America’s
president. “Commercial truckers are the engine behind our
nation’s economy, keeping goods moving for both consumers and businesses alike.”
An additional challenge that they have discovered is that
the OEM software they use from the truck manufacturers requires double-clicking diagnostic information; this is
something that tablets cannot do today. Durabook’s rugged

HUDSON BOILER & TANK CO.

BOILER & PRESSURE VESSEL REPAIRS -- REFRACTORY REPAIR
STACKS -- BREECHINGS -- DUCTS -- STEEL PLATE FABRICATORS & ERECTORS
TANKS -- SHOP BUILT AND/OR FIELD ERECTED
ASME OR NON-CODE, STATE & CITY LICENSED AND INSURED

3101 S. State St. ---- Lockport, IL 60441
(312)666-4780 -- FAX (312)666-5145 -- Website: www.hudsonboiler.com
Info@Hudsonboiler.com
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Watts SpecHUB™ Now Features Product
Cross-Reference Tool and Other Time
Savers
Recent improvements to SpecHUB™, the Watts plumbing
project specification tool, are enabling engineers, architects,
designers, and specifiers to quickly specify plumbing and flow
control, water quality, and drainage products according to
local building codes.
As the latest improvement, while in SpecHUB, professionals
can quickly find the Watts equivalent of another manufacturer’s product with a new cross-reference tool.
Also, they can easily create new projects by copying master
spec templates. In addition, they can generate specification
packages unique to individual product selections within CSI
Master Format, and quickly share projects with collaborators
outside of their organization for viewing and editing product
specifications.

Watts has announced recent improvements to its SpecHUB plumbing specification tool.

For more information about SpecHUB and to sign up today,
go to https://www.watts.com/spechub.

INSULATION CONTRACTOR

FALLS MECHANICAL
INSULATION, INC.
SPECIALIZING IN INSULATION OF PLUMBING,
HEATING, AND COOLING SYSTEMS
50 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE
WITH LOCAL 17 HEAT & FROST INSULATORS
7703 W. 99th Street • Hickory Hills, IL 60457
708.599.4700 • Fax 708.599.4769
Email: fallinsulation@sbcglobal.net
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New Online Temperature Measurement
Resource for Transport Industry
DRONFIELD, UK — A new online resource focused on temperature measurement systems for transport facilities has
been launched, with a wide range of information to help
businesses open and operate safely during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Accurate, fast non-contact body temperature screening
systems are at the core of reducing the spread of infection
by stopping any person with an elevated temperature from
entering an internal space.
World leaders in non-contact measurement systems, AMETEK
Land has launched the new resource, which provides information about temperature testing, what you should and should
not consider when implementing a new system, and key facts
about human body screening. It also includes:

•
•
•
•

Short, informative videos illustrating how to use the system
Latest news on the VIRALERT 3 system and software
An online chat to answer your queries quickly
Information about buying online and financing

VIRALERT 3 is a non-contact temperature screening system
developed by AMETEK Land. Highly accurate and quick, giving a temperature reading in less than two seconds, VIRALERT
3 is easy to set up and use, providing a real-time monitoring
solution as a first line of protection against COVID-19.
Developed over 18 years by in-house experts, the VIRALERT
3 is the first system to provide a camera, thermal imager,
and a temperature-controlled reference source on a single
platform. Using automatic face detection, the system ensures
a valid reading, and provides a measurement that is accurate
to within 0.5oC/ 0.9oF. It then calculates core body temperatures through a rapid test procedure that takes less than two
seconds.
For more information, visit landviralert.com.
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Unlike handheld thermometers which compromise social distancing, the
VIRALERT 3 automatic screening system scans from a distance that complies
with social distancing. Visual and audible alerts provide the warning you
need to keep everyone safe.

AVX/Ethertronics Announces Extensive
Range of High-Performance, HighReliability External Antennas
FOUNTAIN INN, S.C. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — AVX Corporation, a leading manufacturer and supplier of advanced
electronic components and interconnect, sensor, control and
antenna solutions, announces Ethertronics’ extensive range
of high-performance, high-reliability external antennas
designed to provide immediate, standardized solutions for
a wide range of cross-market applications with challenging
space, weight and performance requirements. The nine
antenna series offer a wide variety of small, low-profile form
factors ruggedized and environmentally sealed for use in
heavy-duty and harsh-environment applications. The range
also offers optional cable connections for greater design
flexibility and RoHS and REACH compliance for global utility
and international compatibility. Ideal applications for the
nine external antenna series extend across the automotive,
industrial, agricultural, networking, medical, retail, energy,
and transportation industries, and include remote monitoring, gateways and access points, point-of-sale terminals, IoT
devices, telematics, digital signage, smart homes, smart grids,
logistics, tracking, and industrial devices.
The AVX/Ethertronics range of compact and low-profile,
high-performance, high-reliability external antennas is optimized to provide immediate, standardized solutions for an
expansive range of demanding harsh-environment applications, and comprises GNSS/LTE MIMO Three-in-One External
Antennas (X1005245), LTE External Antennas (X1005246),
GNSS External Antennas (X1005247), GNSS/DSRC Two-inOne External Antennas (X1005248), GPS/GLONASS and LTE
Two-in-One External Antennas (X1005249), Wi-Fi External
Antennas (X1005323), LTE MIMO/GNSS/Wi-Fi MIMO Five-inOne External Antennas (X1005324), GPS/GLONASS and LTE
Two-in-One External Antennas (X1005243), and GNSS/LTE/
Wi-Fi 3-in-1 External Antennas (X1005244). Leveraging a
combination of advanced satellite and wireless communications technologies, as well as Ethertronics’ proven expertise
in innovative antenna design, the external antennas in these
nine series can measure as low as 6.7mm (±1.0mm) in height
and support a range of both high-band and ultra-high-band
frequencies extending from 698–5,920MHz with high reliability, efficiency, and gain characteristics. Available with foam
adhesive and screw nut mounting options, these antennas
also employ IPX5 and IPX7 sealing protection and withstand
operating temperatures extending from -40° to 85°C.

ing across the industrial and transportation industries,” said
Alexander Hall, field applications engineer, AVX. “By offering a variety of standard antenna products, we can provide
engineers with significant cost- and time-savings, eliminate
the need for design fees, reduce cycle times, and hasten time
to market.”
For more information about Ethertronics’ extensive range of
external antennas, please visit the AVX Antenna Solutions
product page, which features a new, user-friendly filtering
tool that makes it easier to filter options for specific antenna
products. For availability, please visit Digi-Key, Mouser, or TTI,
Inc. For implementation assistance, including best practices
for antenna tuning, please visit https://bit.ly/33QQ043. For all
other inquiries, please visit www.avx.com, email
inquiry@avx.com, follow them on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Instagram, like them on Facebook, call (864) 967-2150, or write
to One AVX Boulevard, Fountain Inn, S.C. 29644.

Leveraging a combination of advanced communications technologies, the
nine new antenna series have small, low-profile form factors ruggedized for
use in a wide range of heavy-duty and harsh-environment applications.

“Ethertronics’ new range of external antennas leverages
a combination of advanced satellite and wireless communication technologies to deliver outstanding performance
designed to meet widespread cross-market demand for ruggedized solutions in harsh-environment applications extend-
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Green Boom Partners with Twin
Specialties to Provide Environmentally
Friendly Oil-Spill Absorbents
ATLANTA, Ga. — Green Boom, a revolutionary line of
eco-friendly absorbent products, is excited to announce a
partnership with Twin Specialties Corp to provide their customers with 100 percent biodegradable oil spill prevention,
response and remediation products. Twin Specialties will offer Green Boom’s ‘green’ absorbents including booms, socks,
pillows and loose absorbent.
“The team at Green Boom is thrilled to be working with Twin
Specialties to increase our impact across the country,” said
Green Boom Co-Founder Sudhir Sharma. “We can’t wait to
see the impacts of our absorbents on the environment, companies’ cleanup time and spending.”

tional requirements, the company is committed to improving
its customers’ manufacturing.
For more information about Green Boom, please visit
www.greenboom.com. For more information about Twin
Specialties, please visit www.twinoils.com. To purchase Green
Boom’s products from Twin Specialties, please visit
industrialfluidsmfg.twinoils.com/category/absorbents.

Available in industry-standard sized pillows, socks, booms
along with custom sizes, Green Boom’s products are made
from patent-pending biomass up-cycling technologies that
use sustainably sourced agricultural wastes and textiles. Led
by a team with broad chemical engineering experience,
Green Boom created a technology that converts renewable,
biodegradable and low-value agricultural materials into water-repellent, oil-only absorbents.
“As a small business, Twin Specialties cares for businesses’
needs and is looking forward to providing our customers
with Green Boom’s revolutionary product,” said Twin Specialties Sales and Marketing Director Matt Petrosky. “We have a
lot of offerings in our catalog, and these absorbents are very
unique based on their impact on the environment along with
the ease of use.”
Since 1955, Twin Specialties has been providing high-quality
oils and chemicals to manufacturers. With high-quality service
and a diverse menu of products to meet any and all opera-

Green Boom has teamed with Twin Specialties Corp to give companies the
most “green” oil cleanup on the market.
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THX™ In-Floor Convector Captures
Gold in 2020 Consulting-Specifying
Engineer Product of the Year Awards
BENNETTSVILLE, S.C. — Marley Engineered Products, a
leading manufacturer of specified floor-to-ceiling heating
and ventilation solutions, announced recently that its THX™
Series In-Floor Convector has been selected as the gold winner in the HVAC/R Systems & Equipment category of the 2020
Consulting-Specifying Engineer (CSE) Product of the Year
awards.
Considered one of the most prestigious honors in the HVAC
market, the CSE’s Product of the Year contest is the premier
award for new products in the HVAC, fire/life safety, electrical and plumbing systems engineering markets. Now in its
16th year, the annual reader-choice program was created
to provide CSE readers with information about the top new
product in their fields. With a large pool of new product finalists, gold, silver and bronze winners are selected in each of
11 different categories by qualified engineers and building
professionals.
Designed and built with the user in mind, the THX™ Series
in-floor convection perimeter trench heater directly addresses a building’s need for supplemental heat against the
curtain walls and glazing, while fully integrating with the
architects’ designed interior spaces. Featuring a zero vertical
profile that eliminates visual disruptions while preserving the
building’s heat envelope and amplifying building aesthetics,
engineers can maximize building comfort and reclaim floor
space with the most compact, in-floor natural convector on
the market today.*
“Marley Engineered Products is dedicated to producing
heating products at the forefront of innovation that exceed
the demands of our customers and provide the ultimate in
heating comfort,” said Andrew Martin, Product Manager

Marley’s THX Series was selected as the top winner in the HVAC/R Systems
& Equipment category of finalists for 2020.

for Marley Engineered Products. “To have the THX™ Series
In-Floor Convector recognized as one of the best products
of 2020 and receive such a prestigious award selected by
our peers who work with and install our products, is a true
honor.”
Winners are featured in the December issue of Consulting-Specifying Engineer and will be honored at the annual
Engineering Awards in Manufacturing dinner in Spring 2021,
in Chicago, hosted by CFE Media and Technology.
To learn more about the THX Series In-Floor Convector visit
http://www.marleymep.com or locate the nearest Marley
Engineered Products sales rep at
http://www.marleymep.com/en/berko/where-to-buy/.
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Morehouse Adds New Compact Load
Cell to its Extensive Line
YORK, Pa. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — For applications where
large load cells will not fit, Morehouse Instrument Company
has introduced a series of compact multi-column load cells.
The three new models (25K, 50K, and 100K) are packaged in
small, stainless steel cans and deliver very repeatable accuracy.

excitation, green and white for positive and negative output,
and yellow for shield.
Visit our website for more information on multi-column load
cells or contact: Morehouse Instrument Company, 1742 Sixth
Avenue, York, PA 17403, (717) 843-0081, Fax (717) 846-4193,
www.mhforce.com, info@mhforce.com.

“We’ve heard from customers loud and clear that space is
always at a premium. We are meeting this challenge with
our new compact load cells, which are small enough to easily
fit in small spaces and have the measurement capability to
do the same job as larger counterparts,” according to Henry
Zumbrun, President of Morehouse.
These strain gauge load cells offer less creep and better zero
returns than single-column load cells. The lower uncertainties of these load cells allow for fewer standards to maintain.
The new 25K, 50K, and 100K capacities expands on their current capacities of 200K, 300K-600K, 750K-1,000K, and 1,500K.
Design benefits are:

•
•
•
•
•

Accuracies better than 0.0125 percent of full scale
Repeatable measurement with multi-column design
Connector protector ensures durability in shipping and
handling
Rust-resistant, stainless-steel material
Temperature compensated

Key case dimensions are as follows:

•
•
•

25K model: 2.95” (74.8 mm) W x 3.25” (82.6 mm) H
50K model: 2.95” (74.8 mm) W x 3.00” (76.2 mm) H
100K model: 4.02” (102 mm) W x 3.75” (95.3 mm).

100K Compact Load Cell compared to a Standard 100K Load Cell (L to R)

Wiring is very accessible from the side and clearly marked
for easy connection: red and black for positive and negative

24 Hr. Emergency Service • 219-558-8494
Professional On-Site Field Service

Hill Fire Protection is your
single-source provider for all
your fire protection needs.

CONSTRUCTION

SERVICE

Services

24/7

24/7 Emergency Service: 847.288.5100
11045 Gage Ave, Franklin Park, IL 60131
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Fire Sprinkler Installation
System Retrofits
Inspection & Service
Fire Pump Testing
Detection Systems
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Equipment
Hood Systems
hillgrp.com

Certified Combustion
Engineers, MACT/GACT
Inspections
Authorized Representative

Power Burners & ProFlame Scanners

WWW.BOILER-CONTROLS.COM

Pasternack Highly Flexible VNA Cables
Support Frequencies Up to 70 GHz
IRVINE, Calif. — Pasternack, an Infinite Electronics brand
and a leading provider of RF, microwave and millimeter wave
products, has just launched a new line of highly flexible Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) test cables designed to address a
wide range of demanding lab and test applications.
Pasternack’s new highly flexible VNA test cables display excellent electrical properties such as exceptional phase stability
of +/- 6° at 50 GHz and +/- 8° at 70 GHz with flexure, as well
as VSWR of 1.3:1 at 50 GHz and 1.4:1 at 70 GHz. The new 50
GHz assemblies are terminated with 2.4mm connectors, while
the 70 GHz assemblies utilize 1.85mm connectors.
The braided, stainless steel armoring surrounding the coax
provides a rugged-yet-flexible cable with a flex life exceeding
100,000 cycles, making these test cables ideal for use in precise bench top testing, semiconductor probe testing, and lab/
production testing where the requirement for a durable, yet
highly flexible cable solution is a must.
These new VNA test cables are terminated with rugged, stainless-steel connectors that provide up to 5,000 mating cycles
when attached with proper care. Both 50 GHz and 70 GHz
versions are offered with NMD-style connectors which are
often used on test sets and network analyzers. Additionally,
the flexibility of these cables makes it easier and safer to test
a Device Under Test (DUT). Swept right-angle 2.4mm and
1.85mm connector options allow these cables to fit into tight
spaces and reduce the length of cable which is required in
many applications.
“These new VNA test cables not only offer performance up
to 70 GHz, but they can also withstand 100,000 flexure cycles
while still exhibiting excellent phase stability and amplitude
to the given frequency. Furthermore, these assemblies are all
in-stock to address our customers’ urgent product needs,”
said Steve Ellis, Product Line Manager.
Pasternack’s high flexibility VNA test cables are in-stock and
available for immediate shipping with no minimum order
quantity (MOQ) required.
For inquiries, Pasternack can be contacted at
+1-949-261-1920.

Pasternack’s new VNA test cables boast flex life exceeding 100,000 Cycles

Simply
Metropolitan
CUSTOM BOOSTER PUMP
SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
TAILORED TO YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS
• For Medium to High
Pressure Applications
• Utilizes Reliable
Multi-Stage Vertical Centrifugal Pumps
• Cartridge Type Quick Change Shaft Seal
• Stainless Steel Shaft, Impellers, Diffusers
and Outer Sleeve
• Requires No Routine Maintenance
• Energy-Saving Variable Speed Controls
815-886-9200 • metropolitanind.com
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CampusEnergy2021
Feb. 16-18, 2021
Virtual Event
CampusEnergy2020 was honored to welcome 1,160 attendees to Denver in February 2020. To ensure the health and
wellbeing of everyone working in the industry, this year,
CampusEnergy2021 will be a virtual event.

A Bridge to the Future
College and university campuses have emerged as global
leaders in the operation and optimization of world-class
district energy systems. For more than 30 years, the annual
IDEA Campus Energy Conference has earned a reputation
for excellent technical content, valuable peer exchange,
and open constructive dialogue with business partners in a
relaxed, collegial atmosphere.
Join us for three days packed full of platinum-level knowledge and expertise sharing that you have grown to expect
from an IDEA event.
www.districtenergy.org/campusenergy2021/home

One very real challenge facing the industry is that HVACR instructors must now teach technologies that they themselves
never encountered when they were in the field. Equally
important, HVACR instructors need to adapt to teaching in a
blended learning environment.
To assist you in meeting these challenges, HVAC Excellence
hosts the National HVACR Educators and Trainers Conference. The conference is open to anyone in the industry
interested in hearing directly from industry leading manufacturers, authors and subject matter experts, about the latest
in HVACR technologies and instructional techniques.

Networking Opportunities
If you’re looking to network with other like-minded HVACR
educators and trainers, the HVAC Excellence National HVACR
Educators and Trainers Conference is the best way to do so!
Why? This event was created specifically for HVACR instructors. Everyone participating will be involved in preparing
others for the industry or to support their own training

National HVACR Educators and Trainers
Conference
March 15th-26th, 2021
Virtual Event
This conference, created specifically for those involved in
HVACR training, provides the opportunity to participate in
sixty sessions, created specifically for you. The sessions cover
a wide array of topics to help HVACR educators and trainers
keep their training current, aligned with industry standards,
improve their teaching techniques, and be more effective in
preparing others for success in the HVACR industry.
If you are involved in training the current or future HVACR
workforce, this is a must-attend event. The 2021 conference
will be conducted online, making it easy, affordable and safe
for everyone to attend. Registration provides access to all
of the sessions, as they are broadcast, and for 120 days to
follow.

Why Attend
If you are involved in preparing students, apprentices, customers or employees for success in the HVACR industry, you
are aware that technological advances are being made faster
than ever. This alarmingly rapid rate of change requires us,
to change as well. We must constantly re-evaluate what and
how we teach to ensure that the training we offer remains
aligned with what the industry requires from successful field
technicians.
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Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions since
1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union of Roofers,
Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.

815-407-1950
preservationservices.com
Preservation Services, Inc.

Preservation Services, Inc.

psiroofing_inc

efforts. Exchanging ideas with other people who have similar
jobs allows you to collaborate on important issues such as
recruitment, retention, placement, classroom performance,
blended learning, student outcomes, and other shared interests.
For more information or to register, visit
www.escogroup.org/hvac/nhetc

2021 CRCA Trade Show & Seminars Update
The CRCA Trade Show Committee, along with the CRCA
Board, met recently to discuss the January 2021 CRCA Trade
Show & Seminars and the impact from the COVID-19 pandemic. Both groups discussed the feasibility of holding an
in-person event in January at Drury Lane Conference Center
with the restrictions imposed by the State of Illinois. Based
on the research, the pandemic will still exist in January and
will continue to cause a safety risk. CRCA has therefore made
the difficult decision to cancel the in-person Jan. 20-22, 2021,
event with plans to resume in January of 2022 as scheduled.
Though we will miss seeing everyone in-person in January,
CRCA does still plan to bring members and friends virtual
programming for Roofing Week in Chicago (January 18-22).
CRCA will be announcing details soon!
For updates, visit www.crca.org/crca_events/trade.htm

When variable speed is
what you need.
Our qualified team assembles, installs, and
repairs a wide variety of programmable
controllers and drives.
x Retrofitting Pumping Systems to Variable
Frequency Drives
x Extended warranties up to ten years
x Base Mounted or In-Line Pumps
x Sensor-less or with sensors
x Energy savings analysis

Call us today for a complimentary, intelligent
estimate for retrofitting your pumping system to VFD.

(630) 455-1034
novatronicsinc@bornquist.com | www.novatronicsinc.com
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE Learning Institute Releases
New HVAC Design Training Schedule
ATLANTA — Registration is now open for HVAC Design and
Operations training through ASHRAE Learning Institute
(ALI). The training will run from December 2020 through
June 2021.
“As technology continues to change, the need for training
that incorporates the latest building performance solutions
will become critical,” said 2020-21 ASHRAE President Chuck
E. Gulledge III, P.E. “ASHRAE’s HVAC Design training offers
comprehensive professional development that is useful in
addressing the today’s industry challenges.”
HVAC Design: Level I – Essentials provides intensive, practical training ideal for recent technical or engineering school
graduates and engineers new to the HVAC field. Developed
by industry-leading professionals selected by ASHRAE, the
training provides attendees with the fundamentals and
technical aspects of HVAC design, installing and maintaining
HVAC systems, that can be put to immediate use.
HVAC Design Level II – Applications provides instruction in
HVAC system design for experienced HVAC engineers and
those who have completed the HVAC Design: Level I – Essentials. The training covers the technical aspects of design and
methods to increase energy savings through innovation in
HVAC design.
In light of COVID-19 and the safety of ASHRAE course participants, the HVAC Design trainings will be held online.
The schedule is as follows:

ASHRAE HVAC Design Training
Jan. 11-15, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Julia Keen, Ph.D., P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, HBDP,
BEAP, Donald Brandt, Life Member ASHRAE BEAP, CEM
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Jan. 20-22, 2021 – Level II – Applications
Instructors: Julia Keen, Ph.D., P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, HBDP, Joel
Primeau, Eng., ASHRAE Member, HBDP LEED® AP
Feb. 1-5, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Donald Brandt, Life Member ASHRAE BEAP, CEM,
Dennis Wessel, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, LEED® AP
Feb. 15-19, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Joel Primeau, Eng., ASHRAE Member, HBDP
LEED® AP, Charlie Henck, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE,
CEM, LEED® AP
March 8-12, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Donald Brandt, Life Member ASHRAE BEAP, CEM,
Dennis Wessel, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, LEED® AP
March 15-19, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Joel Primeau, Eng., ASHRAE Member, HBDP
LEED® AP, Charlie Henck, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE,
CEM, LEED® AP
March 29-31, 2021 – Level II – Applications

Instructors: Donald Brandt, Life Member ASHRAE BEAP,
CEM, Charlie Henck, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, CEM,
LEED® AP
April 5-9, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Donald Brandt, Life Member ASHRAE BEAP, CEM,
Dennis Wessel, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, LEED® AP
April 12-16, 2021 – Level I - Essentials
Instructors: Joel Primeau, Eng., ASHRAE Member, HBDP
LEED® AP, Charlie Henck, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE,
CEM, LEED® AP
April 26-30, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Donald Brandt, Life Member ASHRAE BEAP, CEM,
Dennis Wessel, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, LEED® AP
May 10-14, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Julia Keen, Ph.D., P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, HBDP,
Charlie Henck, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, CEM,
LEED® AP
May 17-21, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Donald Brandt, Life Member ASHRAE BEAP, CEM,
Dennis Wessel, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, LEED® AP
May 20-24, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Julia Keen, Ph.D., P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, HBDP,
Charlie Henck, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, CEM,
LEED® AP
June 2-4, 2021 – Level II – Applications
Instructors: Donald Brandt, Life Member ASHRAE BEAP, CEM,
Dennis Wessel, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, LEED® AP
June 7-11, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Julia Keen, Ph.D., P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, HBDP,
Charlie Henck, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, CEM,
LEED® AP
June 14-18, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Donald Brandt, Life Member ASHRAE BEAP, CEM,
Dennis Wessel, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, LEED® AP
June 21-25, 2021 – Level I – Essentials
Instructors: Julia Keen, Ph.D., P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, HBDP,
Charlie Henck, P.E., Fellow/Life Member ASHRAE, CEM,
LEED® AP
To register, visit the HVAC Design and Operations page on
ashrae.org.

10-1 Insulation
Mechanical Insulation
Contractor

1074 W. Taylor St. Suite 169
Chicago, IL 60607

Jim Foster
Owner/Estimator

jimfoster@10-1Systems.com

Mike Foster

Superintendent

mikefoster@10-systems.com
CALL 773-807-4989 FOR AN ESTIMATE
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Can This Old Rail Yard Become a
Tourism Spot in Kentucky?
By Liz Moomey, The Herald-Leader
IRVINE, Ky. (AP) — Trains and railways are a part of Eastern
Kentucky’s heritage that has been slowly slipping away, but
“The Yard,” an economic development project, plans to
make them a key part of the region’s future.
Backers hope The Yard, a 40-acre former railroad property in
Irvine, will someday feature a 75-year-old steam locomotive,
a rail rehab facility, a machine shop, an interactive museum,
a restaurant and a pavilion to spur revitalization of Eastern
Kentucky’s economy.
The Estill County project is led by Kentucky Steam, a nonprofit with a goal of restoring historic rail equipment and
bolstering economic development in Appalachian Kentucky
by adaptive reuse of the area’s rail infrastructure.
The Yard has come together slow and steady.
In 2016, Kentucky Steam agreed to lease a steam locomotive from the Kentucky Railway Museum. Kentucky Steam
President Chris Campbell said the 75-year-old steam locomotive, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Steam Locomotive 2716,
will be the tourism project’s focal point. Once it is repaired,
the steam locomotive will be one of only a few in the nation
operating.
A working locomotive is like a dinosaur that has been
brought back to life, Campbell said. It wheezes, drips and
shakes the ground, creating interest because of its novelty.
Two years later, in 2018, Kentucky Steam purchased property
for The Yard.
Joe Crawford, executive director of the Estill Development
Alliance, is cautiously optimistic about Kentucky Steam’s
plans. “We’ve had our heart broken before,” he said.
Last month, Hardy Oil Company in Irvine announced it will
be the title sponsor of “Hardy Pavilion at The Yard.” Campbell said pieces of the puzzle that have been in the making
for more than a year are starting to come together.
“It’s not a matter of if, it’s when,” Campbell said. “This Hardy
Pavilion is really going to be a way we can publicize our
endeavor and say ‘Hey, this isn’t just a dreamed thing, it’s
coming to reality.’”
Campbell said he estimates the final project will cost $5
million to $8 million. The nonprofit has raised $300,000 and
is applying for grants. The Kentucky Energy and Environment
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Cabinet awarded Kentucky Steam a $120,000 partially-forgivable loan.
Campbell estimates The Yard, once completed in three to
five years, will bring 170,000 visitors a year and bring in $1.75
million annually, with an economic impact five times that
amount throughout the region.
The pavilion will be able to hold 4,500 people. It will be used
for concerts, but Michael Hardy, the vice president of Hardy
Oil Company, said it can be adapted for other community
gatherings.
“As a fan of live music, I initially envisioned attending a
concert in Irvine with 4,500 of our closest friends,” Hardy
said. “But it can be so much more. Whether it’s used as an
outdoor classroom in conjunction with an educational field
trip, as a stage for the high school concert band to perform,
or perhaps as a centralized pavilion and lawn area to host a
farmer’s market, its uses might only be limited by the imagination.”
Campbell said the pavilion is a natural fit in Estill County,
which has been an anchor for music in the region and a
champion of Appalachian folk rock and country. It’s home
of the annual Kickin’ It on the Creek music festival and Tyler
and Senora May Childers. The county also produced Kevin
Richardson of the Backstreet Boys.
Organizers hope the pavilion can be operational by late
summer or early fall of 2021, when COVID-19 restrictions will
hopefully be lifted.
“COVID-19 is only a pause, not a hesitation,” Hardy said. “By
that I mean we have not hesitated in our sponsorship of this
project despite the significant changes we all have encountered, but merely paused its travel from vision to venue.
While we may not know when, we are optimistic that life
will return to normal again and gatherings, such as those at
The Yard, will return soon.”
Campbell understands most people aren’t train enthusiasts
and said The Yard can’t be “a one-trick pony.” The pavilion
makes the project multi-faceted, but he hopes visitors see
and understand the impact trains have had on Eastern Kentucky.
The region was economically crushed as the industry declined
in the last decade, Hardy said.

The Pacudah Railroad Museum, above, is part of Kentucky’s rich railway heritage. Now, in Irvine, a group of backers including nonprofit organization
Kentucky Steam hopes to restore the state’s historic rail infrastructure and equipment to help economic development in Appalachian Kentucky. (AP Photo/
The Paducah Sun, John Paul Henry)

“The trains stopped moving, jobs were eliminated, and the
livelihoods that depended on both simply disappeared,” Hardy said. “This project, while giving a nod to our proud history, provides more than just the jobs directly associated with
it. The trickle-down economic impact of The Yard’s visitors
will be felt by our local businesses and community partners
looking for any means to replace a source of revenue they
once depended upon.”
Crawford said trains were a way of life for many in the region, recalling how he often listened to trains pass through
in the night as a child.
“When it’s gone, you miss it,” Crawford said. “The sounds
of the railroads are who we are. It’s who we are, and it’s so
exciting to get back to that.”
Backers of The Yard also hope Estill County vocational
students will be able to get hands-on training in its machine shop. While working on trains, the students will learn
valuable skills, such as welding, pipe-fitting, fabrication and
metal bending.
The Yard will draw visitors to Eastern Kentucky, Crawford
said, but tourism will not be the sole answer to building back
an economy that had relied on coal for decades.
Campbell said The Yard will be an example of ways to capitalize on the already existing assets of the region.
“(The Yard) will be a calling card in saying there’s a lot of
things that we can do here and we don’t always have to
reinvent the wheel,” he said. “We’re essentially utilizing old
infrastructure and just reusing it.”
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Boiler Room Annex
Identity Issue
Source: entechts.com

Wind Turbine 1: “What kind of music do you like?”
Wind Turbine 2: “I’m a big metal fan”
Experiment Gone Fowl
Source: www.workjoke.com
Scientists at NASA have developed a gun built specifically to
launch dead chickens at the windshields of airliners, military
jets and the space shuttle, all traveling at maximum velocity.
The idea is to simulate the frequent incidents of collisions
with airborne fowl to test the strength of the windshields.
British engineers heard about the gun and were eager to
test it on the windshields of their new high-speed trains.
Arrangements were made, and when the gun was fired, the
engineers stood shocked as the chicken hurtled out of the
barrel, crashed into the shatterproof shield, smashed it to
smithereens, crashed through the control console, snapped
the engineer's backrest in two and embedded itself in the
back wall of the cabin.

Solution:
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S
L S
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P Y

D E CE MB E R SO LU T ION

Horrified Britons sent NASA the disastrous results of the
experiment, along with the designs of the windshield, and
begged the U.S. scientists for suggestions. NASA replied with
just one sentence: “THAW THE CHICKEN!”

Finally, the engineer shouts, “Hold on, I’ve got an idea! Let’s
assume the can is open!”

I Think I Can?
Source: newengineer.com

Budget by Numbers
Source: entechts.com

A chemist, a physicist and an engineer are sailing out at sea.
The boat sinks and they’re marooned on a desert island.
Luckily, they have a bag with a can of food in it, but no tin
opener.

New engineer: “How do you estimate how long a project will
take?”

The chemist tries to open the can first by trying to erode it.
No luck.
The physicist takes off his glasses and focuses sunlight on the
can to try and burn the lid off. No joy.

Seasoned engineer: “I add up the time required for each
task, then multiply the sum by pi.”
New engineer: “Why pi?”
Seasoned engineer: “It ensures that all my budgets are irrational.”
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